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these are marked (NR). We recommend that
any product's entire review be read before
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characteristics, peculiarities, and caveats appear in reviews, but not here. To obtain back
issues of the magazine, see the advertisement
on the inside back cover. (We regret that we
cannot supply photocopies of individual
reviews.)
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In general, discontinuation of amodel
precludes its appearance here. In addition,
though professional components—recorders,
amplifiers, monitor speaker systems—can be
obtained secondhand and can sometimes offer performance which would otherwise
guarantee inclusion, we do not generally include such components. Apart from that
exception, Stereophile's "Recommended Components" listing is almost exclusively concerned with products currently available in
the US through the usual hi-fi retail outlets.

How RECOMMENDATIONS
ARE DETERMINED
The ratings given components included in
this listing are predicated entirely on performance—je, accuracy of reproduction—and
are biased to an extent by our feeling that
things added to reproduced sound (flutter, distortion, colorations of various kinds) are of
more concern to the musically oriented listener than things subtracted from the sound,
such as deep bass or extreme treble. On the
other hand, components markedly deficient
in one or more respects are downrated to the
extent that their deficiencies interfere with
the full realization of the program material.
We try to indude in "Recommended Components" every product which we have found
to be truly excellent or which we feel represents good value for money. Bear in mind
that many different tastes are represented. The
listing is compiled after extensive discussion
among Stereophile's reviewing staff, editors,
and publisher, and takes into account continued experience of aproduct after the formal review has been published. In particular,
we take account of unreliability and defects
that show up after extended auditioning. The
fact that aproduct received afavorable review
can't therefore be regarded as aguarantee that
it will continue to appear in this listing.
The prices indicated are those current at
the time the listing was compiled (February
1992). We make no guarantee that any of
these prices will not have changed by the time
this issue of Stereophile appears in print.
We indicate products that have been on this
list in one incarnation or another since the
"Recommended Components" listing in
Vol.12 No.4 (April 1989) with aspecial symbol: *. Longevity in ahi-fi component is a
rare enough commodity that we felt it worth
indicating (although, as in the case of pickup
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cartridges and separate MC head amplifiers,
it can indicate that the attention of design
engineers has moved elsewhere).
We are not sympathetic toward letters
complaining that the Symphonic Bombast
A-123 MkV, which we recommended heartily two years ago, no longer makes it into
"Recommended Components" at all. Where
deletions are made, we endeavor to give reasons (there always are reasons). But remember, deletion of acomponentfrom this list does not
invalidate abuying decision you have made.
Individual reviewers mentioned by their
initials: Larry Archibald, John Atkinson,
Amis Balgalvis, Martin Colloms, Anthony
H. Cordesman, Robert Deutsch, Jack English, Gary A. Galo, Corey Greenberg, Larry
Greenhill, Robert Harley, J. Gordon Holt,
Guy Lemcoe, Lewis Lipnick, Peter W. MitClass A
Best attainable sound, v‘ithout any practical considerations; "the least musical compromise:* A Class A
system is one where you don't have to make aleap
of faith to believe that you are hearing the real thing.

Class B
The next best thing to the very best sound reproduction; cost is afactor, but most Class Bcomponents
are still quite expensive.

Class C
Somewhat lower-fi sound but far more musically natural than average home-component high fidelity;
products in this class are of high quality but still
affordable.

Class D
Satisfying musical sound but either significantly lower
fidelity than the best available or major compromises
in performance—limited dynamic range, for example.
Bear in mind that appearance in Class D still means
that we recommend this product—it is possible to put
together amusically satisfying system exclusively
from Class D components.

Class E
Applying to loudspeakers only, this "Entry Level"
classification includes products that may have obvious
defects but are both inexpensive and much better than
most products in their price category.

Class K
"Keep your eye on this product." Class K is for components which we have not tested (or have not finished testing), but which we have reason to believe
may be excellent performers. We are not actually recommending these components, only suggesting you
take alisten. In certain cases, though the report has
yet to be published, the reviewer and Editor feel confident enough that the review opinion is sufficiently
well-formed to include what otherwise would be a
Class Kentry in one of the other Chgn.-c marked (NR).
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chell, Thomas J. Norton, Dick Olsher,
Donald A. Scott, Bill Sommerwerck, Sam
Tellig, Stephen W. Watkinson, and Peter van
Willenswaard.

How

TO MAKE USE OF THE
LISTINGS
Read carefully our descriptions here, the
original reviews, and (heaven forbid) reviews
in other magazines to try to put together a
short-list of components to choose from.
Carefully evaluate your room, your tastes,
your source material and front end(s), your
speakers, and then yourself: with luck, you
may come up with aselection to audition at
your favorite dealer(s). "Recommended Components" will not tell you just what to buy, any more
than Consumer Reports would presume to tell
you whom to marry!

TURNTABLES
Editor's Note: Any audiophile worth his or her salt
(unless they are exclusively committed to CD) should consider at least one of our Class D recommendations or,
preferably, one of the Class C turntables and their variants as the essential basis ola musically satisfying system. An in-depth audition as part of apreferred turntable/
arm/cartridge combination before purchase is mandatory.
The point should also be made that these are lean times
for turntable manufacturers—"Buy while you can" is
Larry Archibald's advice. If an inexpensive turntable has
not made its way into Class D or is not listed in Class K.
do not assume that it is recommended by default. Underachievers are more common in the world of turntables
than in any other area of hi-fi.

A
Basis Debut Gold Standard: $6900
"A natural for aClass A recommendation:' said AB of
this thoroughly worked out, beautiful-looking suspendedsubchassis design. Interchangeable armboard has been
designed in an ingenious manner that doesn't compromise
structural rigidity. A natural mate for the Airtangent
toncarm. A vacuum hold-down upgrade is available for
$2600; the Basis supplied with hold-down is $8900.
(Vol.13 No.12)
Versa Dynamics 2.0/23 *
Ingenious vacuum hold-down, air-bearing, suspendedsubchassis turntable with integral air-bearing toncarm.
JGH felt the complete player to give the "best sound from
analog disc" that he had heard, particularly in its presentation of silent backgrounds and tight low-bass response.
Though the 2.0 is no longer in production, it is retained
in this listing due to Versa offering a"2.3" update kit to
existing owners in March'92. (Vol.10 No.8, Vol.11 Nos.1
& 4; see also JE's report from the 1992 WCES in this issue.)

Linn Sondek LP12 with Lingo power supply: $2545S2645 (depending on finish)
Compared with the Valhalla model, the Lingo-equipped
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version minimizes the LP12's propensity for aslightly
fat midbass and subjectively extends the low frequencies
by another octave, resulting in aClass Brating overall.
The upgrade alone costs $1295. (Vol.14 No.1)
SOTA Cosmos: $4000
"Does it boogie?" asks MC, adding that "Very few of the
big turntables da" TJN thought very highly of the Cosmos, however, feeling that it offers amore contrasty sound
than the SOTA Star, with greater inter-transient silence.
The subjective result was that small details were better
resolved with the more expensive turntable. The low end,
too, betters the Star in detail and clarity. 1)N did feel, however, that purchasers might want to experiment using the
Cosmos without SOTA's supplied "Groove Damper"
mat. In systems which lean toward warmth, the mat led
to "a slightly more closed-in sound that tempered the feeling of an unrestricted top end that is one of the Cosmos's
principal strengths." In other, leaner-sounding systems,
however, the overall balance with the mat might be preferred. A high-gloss black finish adds $800 to the price.
(Vol.13 No.7, Vol.15 No.3; also see TJN's SOTA Jewel
review in this issue.)
Space & Time Aura: $4650
The only recommended turntable to conform to the
Oriental high-end norm of coupling ahigh-mass platter
on asprung subchassis with aseparate, unsprung motor
tower, the beautifully finished Australian Aura impressed
DO with its ability to enable the arm and cartridge to
throw adeep soundstage. "Borderline Class A!" quoth
he, though the Aura didn't quite match the Versa 2.0.
Dynamics, too, were effortless, he felt, musical peaks contrasted with an astonishingly quiet, velvet-black background. Works well with the both the SME V and the
Graham tonearm. Not available in the US for awhile, the
Aura is reinstated in this listing due to it now being distributed by Musical Surroundings. (Vol.13 No.4)
VPI TNT: $3500
Sophisticated belt-drive turntable with two idler pulleys
in addition to the motor pulley to give amore even belt
tension. "Soul" was an ingredient that TJN felt impelled
to mention as being part of the big VPI's sound, as was
"midrange liquidity, with aself-effacing high-frequency
sweetness." The sounds of the cartridges and arms he used
became alittle richer on the VPI when compared with
their sounds on the SOFA Cosmos and Star. Compared
with the sound of the standard VPI HW-I9, the TNT features agreater degree of palpability. West Coast price is
13600. A dustcover and dedicated stand add $1100 to the
price. (Vol.13 No.7)

Linn Sondek LP12 Valhalla: $1595-$1695 (depending on finish)
The standard against which newer turntable designs have
been measured for 16 years now, the Linn is felt by some
to be more colored than the other Class C 'tables, particularly in the upper bass. Latest version has alaminated
armboard which results in aconsiderably more neutral
sound. Certainly it is harder to set up and more likely to
go out of adjustment, though with the latest springs and
glued subchassis, it is now much better in this respect (lowbass extension suffers when the LP12 is not set up correctly). Superbly low measured rumble and excellent speed
stability reinforce the feeling of musical involvement
offered by this classic turntable Good isolation from shock
and vibration—essential in view of the fact that JA's cats
like to use his LPI2 (with the lid down) as aspringboard
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to jump onto the equipment cabinets! (This application
is not recommended.) While the felt mat doesn't offer the
greatest degree of vibration suppression within the vinyl
disc, what absorption it does offer is uniform with frequency. Despite flirtations with other decks, JA remains
true to the basic design he has used now for over 14 years.
A version with aBasil; power supply is available for S1295$1395, depending on finish. (Vol.7 No.2, Vol.13 No3)
Oracle Delphi Mk.IV: $1995
Latest version of this elegant Canadian turntable offers
greater subchassis stability, ahard polymer mat, anew
bearing and bearing mounting, and arevised platter that
concentrates its mass at the rim. Its basic sound is analytical rather than romantic, being "detailed, tight, quick"
with "excellent clarity:' according to TJN, who did note
that it lacks warmth. Turbo power supply adds $450 to
the price, though TJN found the improvement offered
to be relatively small. Owners of earlier Delphis can have
their turntables upgraded for $795. (Vol.14 No.8)
Roksan Xerxes: $2100
Unusual but well-made British design that eschews aconventional sprung suspension for asemi-rigid construction.
Easy to set up and align, therefore, but astable support
essential. Excellent pitch stability, though the bass is alittle
lightweight. Provides afirm musical foundation for the
SME V, Rega RB300, and Eminent Technology ET Two
tonearms. (Vol.13 No.3)
SOTA Deluxe Star Series III turntable: $1950 *
A synergistic match with the SME Series V tonearm, the
Series III Star, complete with the acrylic Supermat, is significantly better than earlier versions, due to its use of an
aluminum armboard, new motor drive pulley, new suspension springs, and ribbed platter construction. Compared with the standard sarA Sapphire, the vacuum holddown significantly improves bass range and detail, as well
as resolution across the audio range. The basic SOTA Sapphire at $1350 lacks vacuum disc clamping-the Series
Il Reflex clamp (separate price $135) is supplied as standard
-but is easy to set up and use, attractive, ingenious in
design, and sonically excellent. (Vacuum clamping is available as aS695 upgrade.) If you find the cost-no-object
"superdecks" tantalizingly out of reach, JGH recommends
that you set your sights on the SOTA Deluxe Star: "The
best turntable performance you can buy for anywhere near
its cost!" It must be noted, however, that LA and JA find
its sound alittle uninvolving compared with the Linn,
Well-Tempered Table, or VPI. Exotic wood finishes add
$300 to price. (Vol.9 No.2, Vol.10 No.5, Vol.11 No.1)
VPI HW-19 III: $1800 er
The Mk.III version of the VPI 'table, cosmetically more
elegant than the original, achieves astandard of sonic neutrality that puts it close to the latest sari., Star Sapphire,
and at asignificantly lower price. The HW-19 readily
accommodates awide range of tonearms-the ET 2airbearing design in particular-and is very stable, The $400
Power Line Conditioner (see Vol.12 No.2) is an essential accessory. New as of 1991 was an upgrade path to the
VPI TNT, as well as anew bearing and planer. (Vol.8 Na4,
Vol.9 Nos.4 & 9, Vol.12 Na 11; see also Vol.13 No.7, p.112,
and GL's ET Two report in Vol.14 No.10.)
Well-Ibmpered Tiarntable: $1995 (inc. arm) er
An integrated belt-drive tumubleJtonearm combination
featuring an acrylic platter and aunique four-point
wobble-free bearing. Lacks asuspension, but designed
with attention to detail, particularly concerning the maximizing of speed stability and the rejection of motor noise.
Most obvious sonic characteristic is stability, both in speed
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and harmonic structure, coupled with cleaned-up sound
quality: "The quiet between the notes is suddenly more
silent," said AB in his review. In addition, dynamics seem
to be enhanced, though the sound is more lightweight
than that of, say, the VP!. Only significant drawback, as
far as mix'n'matchers are concerned, is its dedication to
the Well-Tempered Arm. No other arm can easily be
fitted-we've had reports that the Wheaton Triplanar
works well-but it's available w/o arm for around $1195.
Ahigh-gloss finish adds $200 to the price of either version.
(Vol.11 No3)

D
Acoustic Research ES-1: $600 *
This is aturntable we can heartily recommend. Compared
with the original AR, this has much better cosmetics,
comes with its own arm (for $725), or can be fitted with
yours-ST just loves the AR with either the Rega RB300
or the SME 309, while GL enjoyed the sound with the
AudioQuest PT-5. Intrinsic character is abit fat in the
upper bass, but is nevertheless musical. Availability is
limited, but the Audio Advisor has supplies. The AA's
metal annboard should be regarded as mandatory (Vol.11
No.4), ST then feeling the sound with afelt mat to be Class
C and rivaling the Linn LP12. Merrill's modifications of
the AR are also said to be worth investigating. (Vol.8 No.7,
Vol.11 No.4, Vol.12 No.8)
Linn Axis: $995 (inc. Akito tonearm)
Versatile, "turnkey operation," two-speed belt-drive deck
with electronic speed control and ingenious suspension.
Latest version fitted with the new Akito tonearm, which
is much improved compared with the original arm.
"Smaller" sound than the Sondek, which offers both a
greater sense of ease and better low-frequency extension.
Tight midbass, but aslightly "fat" upper bass, coupled
with aforward HF balance, don't detract from this inexpensive player's ability to allow its owner to enjoy the
music. CG preferred the sound with the Linn cables
replaced by AudioQuest Emerald. Version without arm
costs $695. (Von() No.1, original version; Vol.14 No.7)
Rega Planar 3: $599 *
Synergistic mix of no-nonsense deck with superb arm.
Lack of environmental isolation may be problematic,
limited cartridge compatibility, but asafe Class D recommendation nevertheless. Can be obtained in adedicated
version for playing 78s. (Vol.7 No.1, Vol.8 No.6)
SOTA Jewel: from $995
(See TJN's review in this issue.)
VPI HW-19 Jr. turntable: $600
Well-constructed belt-drive turntable featuring an excellent disc-clamping system. No suspension, due to upgrade
path to fully fledged HW-19 being incorporated into
design. GAG therefore recommends awall-mounted isolation shelf to get the best performance from the Jr. Available for $950 ready-fitted with AudioQuest PT-6 tonearm. West-Coast price is $25 higher. (Vol.12 No.10)
Well-Ibmpered Record Player: $1195
Somewhat fussy to set up, but when done right the WTRP
'table/arm combination produces coloration-free sound
with aclarity and resolution that belie its price. Possesses
amore laid-back, more musically natural balance than
the Linn Axis, but does not achieve this by suppressing
recorded detail. Low-bass performance is intrinsically
alittle soft but can be fine-tuned by playing with the
damping arrangement. Borderline Class C performance,
according to some. (Vol.14 No.7)
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Rockport Technologies. Immedia RPM-1.

To NEARMS
A
Airtangent 1B: $3650
Setting anew price level in this listing, this beautifully
made Swedish parallel-tracking toneami, distributed in
the US by Basis, was felt by AB to achieve new standards
of transparency, smoothness, and retrieval of detail with
every cartridge with which it was used, coupled with the
ability to present a"billowing" souncistage and awelldefined bass. Better in the highs than the SME, it's alittle
lean in the bass compared with the English arm. It does,
however, allow for easy adjustment of VTA and features
interchangeable, prebalanced arm-tube assemblies to allow
easy cartridge changes. (Vol.12 No.2)
Eminent Technology Two: $950 tr
The ET Two corrects its predecessor's cueing difficulties and comes up with ahost of ingenious extras, including VTA adjustable during play. More important, it has
"an extraordinarily live and open soundstage," according
to AHC, and gets the best results from awide range of
cartridges. Very fussy to set up and use and needs avery
stable subchassis turntable-VP'. for example-to give
of its best. MC also reports excellent performance with
the ET Two mounted on the Roksan Xerxes. Surpassed
overall by the SME V. which has as neutral amidrange
and significantly better bass definition and extension, and
by the Airtangent. At less than half that fixed-pivot arm's
price, however, the ET Two is an excellent value. Latest version incorporates aviscous damping trough ($95) and
arevised manifold to take advantage of the higher pressure
offered by the Airtech Wisa air pump ($375) and surge
tank ($200). (The pump and tank cost $500 if bought
together; ET's high-pressure manifold for the Model 2
costs $100 with return of original pump and manifold.)
GL reports excellent results from this combination on the
VPI HW-19, and also recommends the Teclock AL-911
VTA dial indicator (S27), for which ET provides amounting bracket (S25). (Vol.8 No.7. Vol.13 No3, Vol.14 No.10.)
Graham Model 1.5t: $2390
Beautifully engineered unipivot design using an SMEtype armboard cutout that offers interchangeable armwands and easy adjustment of VTA, azimuth, and geometry. Superb bass definition, though not as much ultimate
weight as the SME. but astonishingly good retrieval of
midband information due to avery low resonant signature,
exceeding even the performance of the SME in this area.
The "t" stands for the new tungsten side-weights, otherwise the arm is the same as reviewed. (New side-weights
for older arms cost $150.) Aversion finished in gold costs
$2450. (Vol.14 Nos3 & 8; see also TJN"s SOTA Jewel
review in this issue.)
Linn Ekos: $2295 Yr
Cleaner-sounding than the Wok, upon which it's loosely
based, the Ekos rivals the SME in overall neutrality while
offering asomewhat brighter, more energetic presentation
of the music. The treble is nevertheless superbly transparent. The Ekos also provides amuch better match with
the Linn LPI2 than the English arm, which loses control
of the bass when mounted on the Scots turntable. MC
also found the Ekos's bass to be more tuneful and "open"
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than that of the original Wok. Azimuth adjustment is not
possible. (Vol.12 Nos.3 & 4, Vol.13 No.3)
SME Series V: $2550
Ergonomically and aesthetically awork of art, with afinish
worthy of Tiffany's. this pivoted tonearm has an extraordinarily neutral midrange, with one of the lowest resonant
signatures in this region (though DO feels the Graham
to offer slightly more midrange detail). Easy to set up. VTA
and overhang are adjustable during play, but no azimuth
adjustment, something that DO feels to be asignificant
drawback. "The best bass performance on the market,"
said SWW-LA concurs, having auditioned the Von a
VPI TNT-but JGH, DO, and LL feel that the whole bass
range is somewhat exaggerated. Certainly JA feels the latter
to be the case when used with the Linn LP12. which is
apoor match for the arm. Some compatibility problems
with cartridges having low height. A less versatile version,
the IV, appears to offer many of the V's sonic virtues at
alower cost ($1500). though LA feels the difference
between the IV and V to be well worth the extra outlay.
(Vol.9 No.6, Vol.14 No.8)

Oracle SME 345: $1595
Made by SME for Oracle, this sports the detachable headshell of the 309. the bearings of the IV. and the arm lead
of the V. A less relaxed, less warm sound than the SME
V. thought TJN, the more expensive arm also offering
slight improvements in depth and overall high-frequency
balance. Nevertheless, he found the combination of the
Oracle Delphi IV and SME 345 arm to be very satisfying.
(Vol.14 No.8)
SME 309: $1195
Preliminary rating following ST's continued use of this
detachable-headshell arm on an AR turntable. Lacks any
damping mechanism. (NR. but sec Vol.11 No.10, p.53.
and Vol.12 No.I2, p.63)
Well-Tempered Arm: $900 *
One of the most neutral arms, according to JGH. this oddlooking arm is hard to fault on any count. Superb highs.
stereo soundstaging, and midrange, plus excellent compatibility with MC cartridges that put alot of energy back
into the arm. Some deficiency/softness in the low bass and.
according to some listeners, an undynarnic sound, but virtually no other problems. Good value for money. Removing the armrest, which adds athickening in the lower midrange when the arm is mounted on the Well-Tempered
Turntable (see Vol.11 No.6). further improves the sound,
as does replacing the standard counterweight with amore
massy one nearer the pivot. RH recommends the LP Lab
modification for the WTA (Vol.15 No.1), which costs $245
including UPS return shipping. (Vol.8 Nos.4 & 7. Vol.9
Nos.3 & 5)

AudioQuest PT-8: $595
Otherwise identical AudioQuest FT-6 (5395) and '7 ($495)
differ front the '8 in having less highly specified Audio'.
Quest cables. (See TJN's review in this issue.)
Rega RB300: $299 *
The llega offers very good detail, depth, midrange neutrality, ambience, and precision of imaging, almost creeping into Class B. Works well with the Ftega and Ftoksan
'tables, but also recommended by ST as an ideal substitute
for the arms that come with the AR and Sonographe
'tables. (The Audio Advisor offers it as apackage with
the AR.) Lacks any form of height adjustment, however:
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VTA can only be adjusted by adding spacers under the
base. Even-cheaper RB250 dispenses with the spring
downforce adjustment and the sintered tungsten counterweight, but sacrifices little in sound quality. (Vol.7 No.7,
Vol.10 No.1)

Naim ARO, Wheaton Triplanar IV.
Deletions
Linn Ittok LVIII not auditioned under familiar circumstances.

PHONO CARTRIDGES
A
AudioQuest AQ 7000: $1595
RH's auditioning, confirmed by RD, DAS, JE, LA, and
AB, suggests atop-ranked musical performance for this
sophisticated low-output MC manufactured for AudioQuest by Scan-Tech in Japan. Superb rendering of depth,
astonishing retrieval of recorded detail, and "razor-sharp"
transient leading edges are coupled with aslightly emphasized top octave (that becomes sweeter after significant
run-in) and asomewhat lean overall balance. DAS adds
that "its detail credibility, staging, and natural warmth
make you want to smash your CD player against the wall!"
(Vol.14 No.6, Vol.15 No.1)
Benz-Micro MC-3i: $1750
Low-output MC from the manufacturer of the van den
Hul and Madrigal Carnegie cartridges that TJN thought
to be overall the best he had heard to date in his system.
Possessing asimilar, somewhat softish balance to the vdH
MC One-"tubey-sotincline said TJN-the Benz MC-3
offers aslightly more transparent view into the soundstage.
More warm-sounding than the Rowland Complement,
feels DO. RH also feels the MC-3 to be warm-sounding
compared with the more incisive AQ 7000; he also feels
the latter's presentation of depth to be alittle more coherent. Latest version has anti-resonant vented body. (Vol.13
No.3, Vol.14 No.8)
Ikeda 9R: $1895
Sibling to the cantilever-less Rowland Complement from
the same designer, the Ikeda offers similarly superb transparency. Music has afast, tight "UR-there" quality, felt
AB: "vividly focused, delineated, and dynamic." Less
refined treble than the Davis and AQ 7000, however, with
some sibilance emphasis. (Vol.15 No.1)
Jeff Rowland Design Group Complement: $2500
The high-mass Complement, which lacks any kind of
cantilever, sets anew standard for performance above our
existing Class A. according to AB in his review. "Astonishing" ability to replicate transient attack is coupled with
an almost unique ability to decode spatial cues within the
recorded information, as well as Stygian low-frequency
extension. However, it needs atonearm with asecure
mechanical foundation to achieve its best-the Wheaton
Triplanar was abetter match than the air-bearing Airtangent, for example. Stereo separation dependent on downforce, 3.5gm or more shifting the coils from their optimum position, effectively resulting in mono reproduction.
(Vol.12 No.7, Vol.15 No.1)
Koetsu Rosewood Signature: $2150 *
The latest version of MC's reference pickup "matches the
Troika for bass definition and overall definition." It offers
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asuperb balance between the ability to decode space and
perspective and to present adetailed retrieval of groove
information, and allowing the listener to be swept away
by the music. (Vol.13 No.3)
Koetsu Pro IV: $3995
A provisional rating for this extremely expensive cartridge
because although DO ultimately couldn't recommrnend
it in his review-he found it "overly lush"-JE emphatically disagrees, feeling it to be "one of the world's great
cartridges?' He is working on a"Follow-Up." (Vol.14
No.12)
Linn Troika: $1995 *
Lightish balance, but musical integrity not compromised
by superb retrieval of information. As good as the Koetsu
Rosewood at presentation of the soundstage, in JA's opinion, with one of the best-defined bass registers in the business. Unique three-point fixing maximizes mechanical
integrity but means that it can only be easily used in the
Wok and Ekos tonearms. (Von° No.6, Vol.13 No.3)
Lyra Clavis: $1695
Like the AQ 7000, made in Japan by Scantech, the Clavis
was felt by AB "to trade some of [the former's] lowermidrange richness for an improved ability to handle the
upper frequencies?' He also noted "an outstanding absence
of colorations" and rejoiced in the way the Clavis was able
to retrieve inner detail during loud, complex musical passages. A winner! (Vol.15 No.1)
van den Hul MC One: $1125 *
Not particularly cable-fussy, but does require attention
to arm damping. Works very well in the WTA and SME.
Carries the vdH MC-10's resolution of soundstaging,
tonal neutrality, and naturalness of midrange timbre astage
farther to compete with the best. Bass alittle slow, perhaps,
when compared with best performers in this region. (Vol.9
No.8, Von() No.5, Vol.12 No.2)

AudioQuest 404i-L cartridge: $650 *
Aslightly forward treble and aminor lack of image depth
didn't prevent TJN from enthusiastically recommending this MC, the sound being naturally detailed without
any HF exaggeration. Current production samples have
FPC-6 "Functionally Perfect Copper" coil windings, said
to improve the sound of the low-output version slightly
but that of the "H" high-output version to asignificant
extent. (Vol.12 No.3)
Dynavector XX-IL: $1100
Better-sounding, overall, than the high-output version
reviewed by AB in Vol.12 No.6, the XX-1L still has a
rather HF-forward, "cool" balance that just keeps it from
achieving aClass A rating. Offers excellent low-frequency
extension and "punch," thought TJN, who also noted its
superbly defined imaging. (Vol.14 Nos.5 8c 8)
Grado Signature TLZ
$500
The only MM model to break out from the confines of
Class C, the TLZ features slightly more open highs than
the AudioQuest 404i-L, an open, lively midrange, ataut
midbass, and expansive low frequencies, according to 1)N.
Latest version is said to be alittle flatter in response than
the review sample. "A sweetheart," feels GL. (Vol.12 No.7)
Kiseki Blue Goldspot: $700
Low Class B, feels DO, for this well-made MC offering
good trackability, good if not outstanding image delineation, and "outstanding bass control and definition."
(Vol.15 No.3)
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Monster Cable Sigma Genesis 2000: $600
Early samples seemed to be very arm-sensitive, but when
mounted in an optimum toncarm—the ET Two, for example
—the Sigma Genesis offers an airy and open sound with
superb dynamics but arather soft bass. Rather aforward
if detailed presentation of soundstage information, as
though the 2000 "seemed to turn up the contrast ratio
anotch:' thought MC, implying that it would not be the
best choice for systems that are already alittle larger than
life. Further auditioning in Santa Fe suggests high Class
Bis the appropriate rating. Now available only from the
Audio Advisor, but abargain at the new price. (Vol.13
No3)
Monster Alpha Genesis 1000 II: $400 *
Almost as sweet in the top five octaves as the Koetsu Red
Signature, but more detailed. For along time one of DO's
favorites, while DAS finds it "to play awider variety of
material with superb detail" than any cartridge he had
heard up to February 1990. GL also thinks highly of the
Genesis 1000. As with the Monster Genesis 2000, now
available only from the Audio Advisor, but again abargain
at the new price. (Von° No.5)
Signet AT-0C9: $400 er
"The best ever from Audio-Technica," said TJN. Neutral through the midrange, the 0C9 is less sweet and threedimensional than the Class A vdH MC One, but not by
much. Highly recommended (and an excellent tracker).
The 0C9 has very high output for alow-output MC,
minimizing phono-stage noise. (Vol.12 No.2)

Grado Signature MCZ II: $300
Although basically similar to the more expensive TLZ,
the MCZ is less "fast"-sounding, with less well-extended
highs and aless-focused sound. A "steady shortstop"
rather than a"home-run hitter:' said TJN. (Vol.12 No.7)
Shure V15 Type V-MR: $297 *.
Very neutral midrange and bass, slightly soft high end,
high compliance. You sacrifice abit of detail compared
with both good MCs and the more expensive ($400)
Shure Ultra 500. A "budget reference," according to ST
who, given his druthers, would place it in Class B. though
he notes that its sound "doesn't open up like agood CD"
Recommended for its unsurpassed tracking ability, excdlent reliability, and listenability. Excellent value, frequently
available at significant discount. (Vol.7 Nos.5 & 8, Vol.10
No.5, Vol.12 No.11)
Sumiko Blue Point: $125
Although not formally reviewed, the Blue Point has been
CG's reference for some time and he feels it deserves a
strong Class C recommendation, perhaps even higher
when it is Crazy-Glued to its P-Mount adaptor. CG is
currently working on areview of a"super" Blue Point.
Costing $250. this features an improved stylus profile and
aone-piece body. (NR)

D
Grado ZTE+ I: $30 *
The best buy in areally cheap cartridge, this MM has
excellent trackability and sounds rather like agood MC.
Readers of this magazine should consider spending more
than $30 on acartridge, but when asked by friends what
they would recommend for an old Dual or Garrard, this
"system saver" is the one to mention. Will hum if used
with older AR decks (an "AR" version is available); lack
of suspension damping can lead to woofer pumping, even
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flutter, with high- or even medium-mass arms. (Vol.7
No.8; actual review was the earlier GTE +1)
Audio-Technica AFtT- I, Roksan MM cartridges.
Deletions
AudioQuest Ruby, Talisman Virtuoso 13Ti and Virtuoso
Boron vdH no longer available; Ortofon MC-3000 11,
Shure VST Ill, and van den Hul MC-I0 not auditioned
in too long atime to be sure of rating.

KARAOKE LASERDISC/CD
PLAYERS
A
Pioneer CLD-V820: $1000
"Class A fun!" wrote CG. Who are we to disagree? (Note
that CG actually reviewed the almost identical CLD-V710,
which lacks the '820's DSP reverberation generator—CG
pn.fciied the older model's "cheesy" bucket-brigade echo.)
(Vol.14 No.12)

CD PLAYERS
Editor's Note: The class ratings are alittle different in
this and the following two sections: whereas the phrase
"state of the art" can be interpreted literally for other categories, here it means the best CD sound available as of
the time of writing. With every advance in digital replay,
we realize that the goal still seems to be just as far away.
As with computers, aCD replay system in effect becomes
obsolete as you drive it home from the store; we urge caution to someone about to purchase an expensive "stateof-the-art" CD player. Perhaps the wisest strategy these
days would be to buy separate transport and DAC units,
eventual replacement of the latter being the best way to
stay abreast of continuing development. (Note that the
Class rankings in CD players and D/A processors arc not
necessarily directly comparable.) However, it now seems
that deficiencies in the AID converters used to master CDs
may well be the limiting factor in CD sound—see RI-I's
interview with Doug Sax in Vol.12 Noe 10. It's also worth
comparing the performance of the industry-standard Sony
PCM-I630 with Chesky's 128x-oversampling ADC on
the appropriate tracks on the Stereophile Test CD.

A
Linn ICarik CD transport 8t
Linn Numerik DIA processor: $5590
Two-box system in which the DAC clocks the transport
via aseparate link. Excellent presentation of instrumental
timbres other than asomewhat lightweight bass. thought
RH, with an intimate rather than Technicolored soundstage, and afatigue-free, musically appealing balance. MC
demurs, however. (Vol.15 No.1)

Kinergetics KCD-40 Platinum: $2295
The KCD-40 offers arather laid-back balance, but with
asuperbly detailed soundstage. Less soft-sounding than
the Wadia, the KCD-40 lacks alittle image depth in absolute terms, but not to the detriment of the music, which
never fails to communicate. Current version differs from
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that reviewed in having "Platinum" cosmetics. (Vol.13
No.1)
Meridian 208: $2950
Unique combination of Bitstream CD player and remotecontrol preamplifier that JA and MC found to offer avery
musical sound. A somewhat laid-back balance and aslight
diminution of soundstage space compared with the expensive Stax, but more open-sounding than Meridian's 203
processor, JA found. The 203 and 208 are the only units
JA has so far heard that deliver the promise of Bitstream
DAC technology. (He hasn't auditioned Theta's DS Pro
Prime.) Preamp has agood sense of LF weight and is free
from solid-state "glare:' but sounds veiled when compared with the best passive control units. It also lacks a
balance control, though its "Comms" data link allows
it to be controlled by the remote control for the Meridian
D600 and D6000 active loudspeaker systems. Phono
module (untested) costs $250. (Vol.13 No.12)
Proceed PCD 2: $2150
Featuring anew analog board and arevised power supply,
the second generation of Madrigal's idiosyncratically
styled CD player offers aless-forward HF balance, textures
that are "more liquid and smooth:' and asoundstage that
is more transparent compared with the original, according
to Ri-l. Overall, the sound has a"nice feeling of bloom,"
he noted. (Vol.13 No.2, original version; Vol.14 No.5)

California Audio Labs Tercet Mk.III: $1450
Avery involving sound, thought GL, with apalpable bass,
analog-like handling of dynamics, and asuperb soundstage presentation. (Vol.14 No.2)
JVC XL-Z1050TN: $800
"Gets the midrange right," noted CG, finding also that
the JVC offered atransparent, sweet, grainfree treble, but
asomewhat lightweight bass. Makes an excellent transport
from its coaxial data output. (Vol.15 No.2)
Panasonic Prism LX-1000 CD/LV Combiplayer:
$1200
MASH bitstream D/A conversion offers good sound quality, thought TJN, with aliquid midrange, though its bass
is abit soft and its overall presentation rather laid-back,
dynamically. Expensive for Class C, but its superb video
performance is abonus which recommends it to those
(like TJN) for whom acombination player is adesirable
option. (Vol.15 No.3)
Sonographe SD22: $895
A little rolled-off in the highs but "sweet and laid-back,"
says MC of this Bitstream player. The SD22's "got the
warm romance of tubes in spades,- thought CG, though
he did note asomewhat reticent bottom octave in the bass
and somewhat restrained dynamics. But "definitely in
the winners' circle," says DAS. (No coaxial data ouput.)
(Vol.15 No.2)

prised at how good it sounded. "Dynamics may be
snubbed at low frequencies:' says DAS, but CG sums up
the 5425 as "the cheapest CD player that sounds musical
[with] little or none of the glare, the offputting brightness. .." (Vol.15 No.2)
Panasonic SL-NP1A portable: $169
Soon to be replaced by the smaller SL-5330, which uses
aMASH 1-bit DAC, this inexpensive portable was found
by PWM to be one of the best-sounding: "An entry-level
bargain." JE finds that it is not as immune to vibration
as some of the Sonys, while he hates both the supplied
headphones and the XBS (eXtended Bass System), which
is simply aloudness control. (Vol.14 No.11)
Rotel RCD-955AX: $449
Rotel RCD-965BX: $549
A pair of otherwise identical Japanese players designed
in England that differ only in their DACs: the '955 uses
Philips's 16-bit, 4x-oversampling chip set; the '965
the 7323 Bitstream chip. The original multibit '855 so
impressed LL that he recommended it to 20 other fellow
members of the National Symphony Orchestra; "Great
sound for apeanuts price" was the thrust of his review's
conclusion. Very sensitive to the cables with which it is
used, though in the right context LL feels the '855 to offer
"a degree of transparency and harmonic neutrality usually
found only with the expensive stuff" RH agreed that the
'855 offers asound that is musically involving, adding
the opinion that its sins are ones of omission rather than
commission. Fitted with adigital output. The current version, the '955, differs from the '855 only in having better
cosmetics and being more expensive. Both CG and MC
point out that the '955 sounds more musically natural than
the Bitstream RCD-965BX, due to abetter-developed
sense of dynamics and amore involving, if less detailed,
sound. MC, however, feels that the 965 still deserves
recommendation. (Vol.13 No.7, Vol.14 No.2, RCD-855;
Vol.15 No3, RCD-955 & '965)
Meridian 206B, Naim NACDS, Micromega Duo and
Trio.
Deletions
CAL Aria Mk.III discontinued; CAL Icon replaced by
all-new Mk.II, not yet auditioned.

DIGITAL PROCESSORS
A

NAD 5000: $499
Inexpensive MASH-system player with very listenable
sound, offering well-extended low frequencies, awelldefined soundstage, but with slightly etched highs. Note
that the variable outputs both measure and sound worse
than the fixed-level outputs; our recommendation is to
pretend the former don't exist. (Vol.14 No.1)

Mark Levinson No.30: $13,950
Very expensive but very well-made and wry versatile processor whose ease and quality of sound, when driven via
an ST optical cable from aTheta Data, blew RH's socks
off. Its dynamic contrasts, palpable soundstaging, and freedom from "digital" artifacts set anew standard for CD
replay that might not be surpassed for years, he concluded.
JA agrees, the only CD sound he has experienced to come
close in terms of its musical accessibility being that of the
Linn Karik/Numerik (though that Scottish combination
doesn't have the Levinson's lush, warm balance). Textbook measurements, too, that imply close to true 20-bit
resolution. (Vol.15 No.2)

NAD 5425: $299
An obvious entry-level recommendation, thinks PWM
of this inexpensive MASH player, while CG was also sur-

Audio Research DACI-20: 13495

D

8
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Audio Research DACL $2995
ARC's first digital product uses asingle UltraAnalog dualchannel DAC module in either 18-bit or 20-bit versions.
The I8-bit DACI offers a"glare-free and natural presentation of instrumental textures" that are "the antithesis
of sterile, cold, or 'digital',' noted RH, who also feels the
improvements in resolution of detail and portrayal of natural tonal shadings offered by the DAC1-20 to be well
worth the extra $500. The best sound is obtained from
the glass-fiber optical input, he found; the reproduced
ambience then swells, instrumental outlines become more
distinct, and the treble becomes smoother and more coherent. "The best buy in converters today:' summed up RH
of the DAC1-20; "A bit overcooked but merits Class Br
agrees MC. (Vol.14 No.6, I8-bit, and No.I2, 20-bit; also
see Vol.15 No.2, pp.143-145.)
Kinergetics KCD-55 Ultra: $3995
Well-finished solid-state processor uses two UltraAnalog
20-bit DACs in adiffetecitial configuration similar to that
in their excellent KCD-40 CD player to give "razor-sharp
transient detail" and "crystal-clear soundstage transparency:" with atight, solid bass. A more forward, leaner
presentation than the ARC DAC1-20 which will work
well in more laid-back systems. (Vol.15 No.3; also see
Vol.15 No.2. pp.I43-145)
Theta DS Pre Generation II DIA preamplifier: $4000
Providing extensive digital-domain functions, including atape monitor facility, this massive processor features
user-replaceable ROM chips containing the coefficients
for the digital filter. The analog section includes one additional set of line-level inputs. LL felt the sound to be the
best he had ever heard from CD, with avividly threedimensional soundstage and superb transparency. Although then remains in the Theta line, the $5000 Generation Ill DS Pre (not yet auditioned) offers 50% more
computer power and 20-bit DACs. (Vol.12 No.3)
Theta DS Pro Basic II: $1995
The Mk.1 DS Pro Basic's resolution of fine detail and
soundstage depth was excellent: RH described its overall
presentation as "vivid' While he felt the Basic lacked the
sense of bass weight possessed by the Wadia processors,
he described it as having amore precise pitch definition
and tautness. Nevertheless, he felt it lacked the ultimate
sense of ease so typical of good analog replay. Maximum
output level is IldB higher than the industry's 2V standard, which will optimize the Pro's use with passive control units. Latest version, currently under audition by CG,
offers balanced outputs. His preliminary auditioning suggests acontinued Class B rating. (Vol.13 No.8)
Vacuum Tube Logic Reference: $7000
This tubed unit features the UltraAnalog 20-bit DAC,
though this has its output level reduced to provide abetter
match for the tube output circuitry. "A complete freedom from hash and grain," said RH. Though he noted
that the expensive Stax better defined image outlines, he
found the VTUs warm presentation ultimately to be more
musically believable. Bass is alittle soft, however, while
the overall balance is more forward than the Wadia's.
Review sample had alarge de-emphasis error, said to have
been corrected in subsequent production. (Vol.13 No.I2,
Vol.14 No.6)
Wadia Digital Digimaster WD2000: $77450
This processor features adigital filter that differs from
just about every other around in that it uses an algorithm
different from the ubiquitous (sine x)/x impulse-response
reconstruction filter, intended to more closely syntheRECOMMENDED COMPONENTS, APRIL 1992

size the original analog waveform before sampling. (See
"Manufacturers' Comments:' Vol.13 No.8, p.191.) AB
thought the Wadia 2000 to be "a sonic knockout," particularly when fed adigital signal from the Esoteric P2transport. He also enthused at length about the Wadia's
ability to throw adeep, detailed, and stable soundstage.
and felt that the balanced outputs give the most musical
sound. Ftig feels the 2000's bass performance to be exceptional in terms of extension, dynamics, and "driver High
frequencies are alittle rolled-off, which might mean morethan-usual care in system matching, while relatively high
levels of ultrasonic and RF spuriae present in the analog
output might lead to trouble with some pre- and power
amplifiers. Low-level linearity of the review sample of
the WD-2000, surprisingly, was quite poor compared
with the other Class A recommended units, but RH's
auditioning of a2000 fitted with ROMs that gave better measured low-level linearity confirmed Wadia's tradeoff as being the musically optimal one. PvW's measurements confirm that Wadia's Rok Lok circuit virtually
eliminates data jitter. Price is with AT&T glass opticalfiber data input. Digilink converter unit adds $950 to price
(Vol.13 No.1, Vol.14 No.6; sec also "Follow-Up" and
"Industry Update" in Vol.14 No.10, and Vol.15 No.2.
pp.143-145.)

Esoteric D-10: $2000
"An open, spacious, and lively presentation," wrote RH,
with good retrieval of detail, around, liquid bass, and a
deep soundstage, while falling short of the standard set
by the otherwise similarly balanced Theta DS Pro Basic.
(Vol.13 No.10)
Meridian 203: $990
ST felt this relatively inexpensive but well-made Bitstream
processor was perhaps the most musical he had heard as
of late '90. MC was also mightily impressed-"the 203
lis] something oía revelation compared with the average standard of CD replay"-but points out that it needs
ahigh-quality transport to achieve its sonic potential. RH
agrees that the 203 is one of the best values around and
adds that the sound, which initially can have aslightly
hard, forward treble, improves significantly after the unit
has been on for aweek or so. Asoftish balance compared
with the Theta Basic and PS Audio Superlink. Soon due
to be replaced by aversion incorporating Philips's latest
DAC-7 Bitstream chip set. (Vol.13 Nos."). 10, & 11, Vol.14
Nos.2 & 10)
Museatex Melior Digital Control Center: S2350
A "digital" preamplifier in that its volume control operates
in the digital domain, the DCC sounds similar to the original Meridian 203 but with aslightly sweeter treble. Overall, however, the DCC's sound was somewhat uninvolving, decided RH. Latest version incorporates C-Lock
anti-jitter circuitry. (Vol.13 No.11)
Proceed PDP 2: $1595
Although it has asimilarly tight and punchy bass, similarly excellent dynamics, and similarly good soundstaging,
the original version of the PDP had amusically much more
involving sound than the Proceed PCD which uses the
same digital electronics. RH found. "Follow-Up" on the
Mk.11 PDP suggests that the latest version represents a
significant step up in quality. Again. RH fdt that the Mk.II
versions of the PDP and PDT, connected by the XLRfitted balanced digital interlink, offered amore musically
appropriate sound than the PCD 2. (Vol.13 No.6. Vol.
14 No.5)
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PS Audio Superlink: $1195
Though lacking the ability to throw as deep asoundstage
as the best processors, the inexpensive Superlink offers
asuperbly defined feeling of recorded space, "rock-solid"
yet detailed and agile bass, and asuperb sense of dynamics.
Overall balance is rather forward, with adryish midrange,
though its treble reproduction is naturally clean and
unfatiguing rather than fizzy. Ultimate noise level is on
the high side, but this will not normally be audible. (Vol.14
No.4; also see Vol.15 No.2, pp.143-145.)
Theta DS Pro Prime: $1250
Ahuge, transparent soundstage, and asense of immediacy
and effortless of power that are "un-Bitstreant" said R.H.
LL agrees with RH's strong recommendation, though
DO feels the Prime to be slightly bright and grainy in the
treble. MC felt the Prime to be alittle forward in the midrange, and points out that, like other Bitstream processors,
it needs to be used with agood transport, such as Theta's
own Data. (Vol.14 No.11)
Wadia Digital Digimaster X-32: $2500
Lows were almost as dynamic as the Class A Melia 2000,
RH felt, but its soundstage wasn't as deep as those of the
big Wadia or the Theta DS Pro. The extreme treble sounds
—and measures—a little rolled-off, but this is offset by
aforward presentation in the mid-treble and arather darksounding inidband. Nevertheless, the X-32's sound features excellent dynamics, an effortless, weighty presentation
of low frequencies, and agood presentation of transient detail
(though PWM demurs). The most recent version sounds
sweeter than the original, particularly if fed via the glassfiber link from Wadia's WT-3200 transport. Price includes
AT&T glass fiber-optic data input; coaxial digital input
uses BNC socket; version with plastic fiber-optic data
input costs S2300. (Vol.13 No.8, V01.14 No.6)

D
Audio Alchemy Digital Decoding Engine v1.0: $449
Overall balance of this very inexpensive Bitstream processor is on the forward side of neutral, with an upfront
presentation of detail and asomewhat restricted image
depth. The DDE has asharper sense of image focus than
that other giant-killer, the Rotel RCD-855, but with a
less laid-back musical presentation. Some disagreement
among Sterrophile's writers about the quality offered by
the DDE: ST says it's basically as good as the Meridian
203; RI-I feels it not to offer as well-developed asense of
palpability; CG prefers the Rotel '955; JE adds that it's
anice little product unfortunately "over-rated by the audiophile grapevine." All recommend it highly to musiclovers on atight budget, however, Si' saying that readers
who own CD players with coaxial digital data outputs
should "buy the DDE, forget the hardware, and enjoy
their music" PS bus connection makes for easy updating.
ST says the separate power supply makes the sound more
dynamic. (Vol.14 Nos.8 & 10)
Music And Sound DCC-1 DIA preamplifier: $1195
A versatile remote-control line-level preamplifier that
offers digital decoding, the DCC-1 throws anarrower
soundstage than the Meridian or Theta processors and
lacks ultimate transparency, but still manages to present
agood illusion of image depth. Low frequencies are alittle
lean and highs alittle dark-sounding, though the midrange balance is smooth, not thrust forward at the listener.
(Vol.14 No3)
Bitwise Musik System Zero, PS Audio Ultralink, CAL
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Sigma, EAD DSP-7000, ICinergetics KCD-55p, Nakainichi 1000p (with new DA-111p board), VAC DAC, VT!.
Straightline DAC/preamp, Meridian 606, Wadia X64.4.
Deletions
Krell SBP-64X and Bitwise Musik System One Mk.II
not auditioned in current form; Stax DAC-Xlt now too
expensive for Class B, Esoteric D-2 for Class C.

CD TRANSPORTS
A
Esoteric P-2: $4000
RH, AB, and PWM all swear by the improvement wrought
on CD sound when this expensive, beautifully constructed
transport is used. Astonishingly low measured jitter, found
RH (see Vol.13 No.5, p.87), lower even than that intrinsically typical ola CD. Internal clamp renders it incompatible with CDs fitted with the central retainer disc for
the Mod Squad Damper, however. (JE reports that the P-2
works fine with both the Sutniko/Allsop edge rings and
the Monster/AudioQuest surface rings.) (Vol.13 No.12,
Vol.14 No.4)
Theta Data: $2400
Modified Laserdisc player which impressed RH. MC, and
LL. AT&T ST optical output adds $400 to price, but must
be regarded as mandatory. JE feels the Data to be clearly
the best transport lie has heard in his system, while RH
stated that it "redefines what we can expect from aCD
transport" LL's Data developed asusceptibility to shock,
which may or may not be asample fault. (Vol.14 No.11)
Wadia WT-2000: $5600
Based on the Esoteric P-2, the big two-box Wadia transport, fitted with an AT&T glass-fiber optical data output, exceeds even that high-flier's performance. "Establishes new standards for digital playback equipment" said
AB in early '92. (Vol.14 No.5)

Meridian 602: $2750
With this expensive but beautifully built and finished British transport feeding the Stax processor, JA felt the sound
to be superbly natural, particularly regarding the reproduction ofbass frequencies. Comparison with the similarly
priced Wadia WT-3200, using Mod Squad Wonderlink
for the coaxial connection, revealed the American transport
to produce arather more forward midrange, aless deep
soundstage, and occasionally more emphasis of the top
octave. Borderline Class A, and superb error correction.
An MC favorite. (Vol.14 No.6)
Proceed PDT 2: $1695
Cosmetically identical to the Proceed CD player. the P171'
offers both balanced (via an XLR socket) and unbalanced
(RCA) data outputs. Compared with the Esoteric P-2,
the PDT 2offered amore forward treble and fatter and
deeper low frequencies, but aless well defined bass performance overall. The best performance is to be obtained with
the XLR data connection, when it offers "more than ahint
of cost-no-object performance," said RH. (Vol.14 No.5)
Wadia WT-3200: $2500
Though outclassed by the Meridian 602 via its coaxial
data output, the Wadia's glass-fiberoptic output enables
its bass to go lower, its low-frequency timbral shadings
to become better developed, and its dynamics to become
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more extreme—as in real life, showing aclean pair of heels
to the English transport as aresult. "Difficult to go back
to coaxial:' was how RH summed up these improvements.
Error correction doesn't seem to be as powerful as that
of the Meridians 208 and 602, however. (Vol.14 No.6)

Arcam Delta 170: $1500
A high-quality CD transport using Philips's top mechanism with Toslink optical and coaxial serial digital outputs. (Vol.12 No.10)
JVC XL-21050TN: $800
Excellent CD player fitted with JVC's K2 Interface antijitter circuitry that also makes an excellent transport from
its coaxial data output. (Vol.15 No.2)

Krell MD-10, Nakamichi 1000mb, Audio Alchemy.

PREAMPLIFIERS
Editor's Note: With the exception of the Vendetta, all
the Class A preamplifiers offer both balanced and unbalanced outputs.

A
Audio Research LS2: $2495
"The most transparent yet!" says MC of this line-levelonly. FET/tube preamp, which RH also found to have
almost no editorializing effect on the signals it passes.
(Vol.14 No.10)
Jeff Rowland Design Group Consummate: $8750
This superbly made, fully remote-control preamplifier
is TJN's reference for absence of preamplifier sound, offering superbly precise imaging, palpable soundstaging, clean
and tight low frequencies, and aslightly forward midrange and treble. Less dark-sounding than the Krel1KBL,
decided TJN of the line section, with better image focus.
Phono section is open and spacious-sounding but alittle
lean, overall. Price includes phono stage, available separately for $2800; price for line section alone is S5950.
(Vol.15 No.1)
Threshold FET tenle: $5700
A two-box unit with separate High-Level ($3200) and
Phono ($2500) sections, each with its own power-supply
module While its soundstage depth was alittle shy of that
provided by the best tubed preamps, DO—that wellknown tube enthusiast—was impressed by the Threshold's
superb presentation of musical detail and lack of grain.
"An exceedingly pure and pristine window on the sound,"
he summed up. JGH also loves this preamplifier's line
stage. (Vol.14 No3)
Krell KBL: $4500
This line-level preamplifier offers midrange smoothness,
top-to-bottom coherence, clarity, transparency, and
incredible dynamic punch. Though the KBL throws aless
deep soundstage than that presented by the Mark Levinson
No.26, LL feels that it is more true to the information on
the CD. Similarly, he feels that the KBL's less romantic
vision of music's tonal colors than that of the No.26 is
more accurate. Whatever, with appropriate ancillaries the
KBL will enable its owner to attain musical Nirvana.
(Vol.14 No.8; also see "Follow-Up" in this issue.)
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Mark Levinson No.26: $5450 *
The No.26 has amore laid-back presentation of the music
than the Krell preamps, coupled with superb definition
of detail and soundstage delineation. One of the two finest
solid-state preamps JA has heard, the other being the Vendetta phono unit. With internal switches set for minimum
gain, the sound lacks dynamics, however. Offers achoice
of internal balanced line-level input or high- or low-gain
phono input, and front-panel-switchable signal polarity.
The price quoted is for the version with the balanced input
module. Digibuffs can obtain abasic version lacking
phono stage. Should they change their minds but wish
to keep their balanced input option, an outboard phono
unit, the No.25 (S2130/112050, High/Low Gain, S32201
$3140 with additional PLS-226 power supply) is available
but needs careful positioning to avoid hum being induced
into its circuitry from the power supplies of other components. More expensive "S" version features Teflon circuit boards: our preliminary auditioning suggests that
it sounds significantly more transparent. (Vol.11 No.5)
Vendetta Research SCP-2C phono preamp:
$2995 -A dual-mono MC-line-level RIAA equalizer and preamplifier with separate power supplies from John Curl that
redefines the definition of "quiet." JGH felt that this wellmade unit imposed less of asignature on the signal than
any other preamp he has heard. An ideal partner for a
passive-preamp-based system, though its lowish output means that the power amplifier or speakers used must
be quite sensitive if musically acceptable levels are to be
achieved. Current version is non-polarity-inverting. RH
enthusiastically supports the Class A rating, while TJN
feels itjust beats the Consummate phono stage in terms
of clean presentation of detail and overall balance. (Vo1.11
No.6, Vol.15 No.1)

Audio Research SP14: $2995
Borderline Class Asound for this versatile hybrid tube/
FET preamp. The SP14 is one of those rare components
that lays out every sonic detail clearly without destroying
the essential sense of musical wholeness. It allows the listener to hear into the soundstage in an addictive manner,
without having individual instruments thrust forward
at him or her, though that soundstage is alittle less wide
than with the best preamps. The quality of its line stage
doesn't quite match that of the phono: though GL
enthused that at last he "could hear through the electronics
to the music itself' CG found the line stage to have more
of an editorial effect than he would have liked. JA feels
the SP14's treble is perhaps alittle more etched-sounding
via its phono stage than, say, that of the Conrad-Johnson
PV9, but, as GL noted in his review of the SP9 Midi in
Vol.13 No.11, both share asimilar quality—"magic'
(Vol.13 No.6)
Audio Research SP9 Mk.II: $1875
Offering an almost identical tonal balance to the excellent
SP14, the original version of the '9 had asofter overall
presentation but agrainier midrange that detracted from
what would otherwise be asuperbly musical, Class B
sound. The 1991 S40 tube update dramatically improves
the sound, says GL, endowing the 9with better dynamics
and arich, full-bodied, non-fatiguing sonic character to
both phono and line inputs. (Vol.13 No.11, Vol.14 No.6)
Coda Technologies FET-01: $2500
"Superb detail, very smooth, lacks dynamics when compared with the best preamps, avoids any hint of hardness
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or sibilant splash, afine performer at the price says ST
of this beautifully built FET preamp. "Cool, calm, and
collected," was how RD described the Coda's sonic personality, noting that its bass was more extended and more
controlled than that of either the SP9 or PV II. He also
found it to lack any trace of hardness. Line-level-only version costs $2200. (Vol.15 No.3)
Conrad-Johnson PV11: $1895
Less colored than earlier C-J preamps, with abetter sense
of space and depth, felt RD, who found this all-tube design
to supply an endlessly musical stream ofsound. "A magical
way with voices!" he noted. The line stage does add some
warmth, but RD felt the phono stage to be outstanding;
"Watch disc input noise," warns MC, "but good value."
Line-level-only version costs $1495. (Vol.14 No.12)
Conrad-Johnson PF-I: $1395
Moderately priced FET preamp offering apure-sounding
treble, aslightly crisp, well-delineated midrange, and excellent soundstaging via its phono input. Limited headroom
would seem to dictate that high-output MM pickup cartridges are best avoided, and ahighish noise level mandates
careful matching with low-output MCs. More important.
felt MC, what lifted the PF-1 out of its price class was
its superb presentation of musical dynamics. Via the line
input, the overall balance was atouch lightweight, but
again with arealistic sense of scale and natural dynamics.
A version lacking the phono stage is an excellent value
at $1150. (Vol.13 No.12)
Counterpoint SA-5000: $3595
Superb transparency, coupled with aslightly forward presentation and ataut, robust bass. A slight reduction in
souniistage "air" and depth keeps this versatile, well-made,
all-tube preamplifier from scaling Class A heights. however. "Worth the extra bucks over the SA-3000," said GL.
Separate (tube) power supply. Note that the inverted position of the polarity switch slightly increases the gain,
which will invalidate any "Absolute Phase" listening tests.
High output impedance from better-sounding "Direct"
outputs mandates care in system setup. (Vol.15 No.1)
Counterpoint SA-3000: $1995
The sound from LP of this well-made tube preamp bore
aresemblance to the Vendetta Research, felt GL, with a
superbly transparent midrange, excellent soundstage
depth, and well-extended lows. (ST demurs.) The line
inputs, too, seemed to add very little to the sound of CD.
However, arather clinical overall balance-"piquant"
rather than mellifluous, said GL-leads to care having to
be taken with integrating the Counterpoint in amusically satisfying system. A line-level-only version, the SA2000, is also available for 41495. (Vol.13 No.11)
Jeff Rowland Design Group Consonance: $3700
The remote-control Consonance offers asuperbly clean,
neutral, transparent tonal balance with an open-sounding,
airy, and detailed treble. A laid-back midrange balance,
but with more top-octave air and more detailed overall
than the Audio Research SP14. Grainier than the Rowland
Consummate and less transparent, but borderline Class
A. Price includes phono stage; line-level-only version
costs S3300. Balanced and unbalanced outputs are provided. (Vol.14 No.3)
Krell KSL: $2000
Line-level-only control preamplifier (an optional phono
stage costs $300 more) with balanced as well as unbalanced inputs and outputs. The sound is "amazingly close"
to that of the KBL. said MC. with superb dynamics. a
"clean, crisp bass devoid of any emphasis or restriction,"
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but arather cool midrange balance. A touch of haze in
the high treble keeps this otherwise excellent preamp from
attaining aClass A rating. Excellent value. (Vol.14 No.7)
McCormack Phono Drive: $1695
Beautifully engineered, stand-alone MC/MM phono stage
with line-level output. Includes low-output-impedance
line stage with volume and balance controls. Excellent
delineation of detail; superb soundstaging; only arather
high noise level with moderate-output MCs precludes
aClass Arecommendation. Also now sold in conjunction
with the McCormack/Mod Squad Line Drive Deluxe as
the Duet. EPS version with external power supply costs
$1895. Owners of Phono Drives manufactured before
1990 can have them updated by the factory to current
specification for S250. A "Follow-Up" review of the latest
version is under way. (Vol.12 No.1)
Music Reference RM5 Mk.II: $1150
Tube design unique in offering user-adjustable line-stage
negative feedback. DO found the music to sing with the
preamp's overall feedback set to give I8dB of gain; with
the RM5 in this condition, he felt there were no sonic
weaknesses apart from aslight lack of dynamics. Otherwise, soundstaging was excellent, the treble free from
grain, the lows tight and extended. He summed up the
performance as "wonderful." Best suited for agood MM
or ahigh-output MC, the RM5 represents superb value
at an affordable price. (Vol.13 No.4)

Adcœn GFP-565: $800
An excellent preamp with good parts quality, buffered
tape outputs, low output impedance, and high-current,
low-impedance power supply, that incorporates Walt
Jung's design skills. GAG feels the '565 should convince
even the most skeptical listener that IC op-amp circuits
can sound both musical and accurate. Full-featured, but
purist outputs arc supplied that bypass tone control and
filter switching. MM phono preamp is one of the quietest
ever, with accurate RIAA EQ. The best under-S1000
preamplifier, according to GAG, offering stiff competition to far more costly units. GAG felt Class Bwas the
most suitable rating, but further auditioning by JA, LL,
CG, and ST puts the '565 on the cusp between Classes
Band C, provided the listener uses the bypass outputs.
Otherwise, the sound quality drops to solid Class C.
(Vol.13 Nos.2 & 10)
138LK Sonata Pro 10MC: $698
Inexpensive preamp with one of the best MC stages ST
has heard-"neutral, detailed, never spitty or splashy!'
Line stage not quite as good, but can be switched out of
circuit. (Switch power amps off when you do this!)
Balanced outputs add S100 to price. (Vol.14 No.5)
Hailer Iris: $900
Ingenious all-FET remote-control preamp designed by
Acoustat's Jim Strickland, with analog volume and balance
controls. Line stage alittle on the dry, wispy side, with
slightly restricted soundstaging, but fundamentally neutral
tonal balance. Low-noise phono stage (MM and MC) is
lightish-balanced, resulting in asound that overall doesn't
quite approach the PS 4.6/M-500 combination, although
more musical than the Class D contenders. DAS disagrees,
feeling the Iris to belong in Class B. Version without the
remote control and IR receiver card is available for $700.
(Vol.12 No.6)
Linn LK1: $1295
Unusual but exquisitely made solid-state preamp with
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digitally switched volume control and all-XLR input/output sockets apart from phono (MC and MM). (Linn
dealers can supply suitable adapter cables.) Line stage is
polarity-inverting. Only four line-level inputs may be
adrawback. Fundamentally on apar with the PS Audio
4.6 sonically, with asimilar slight veil drawn over the
sound (though less bright overall), the LK1 is far more
civilized. At its best with the matching LK280 power
amplifier, when it provides "fit-and-forget" high-quality
sound, particularly from LP. Owners of high-output
MMs should note that the MM input has limited
headroom, particularly at high frequencies. Remote
control—essential—adds S120 to price A separate power
supply, the Dirak, is now available for $845 if the owner
returns the original power transformer. (Vol.12 No.7)
Music And Sound DCC-1 DIA preamplifier: $1195
Versatile switching unit for analog, digital. and video
sources includes an excellent D/A section and aline-level
preamplifier that, while slightly veiled in absolute terms,
is free from the thickness or murk that obscures the sound
of many inexpensive preamps. Passive preamp mode is
more transparent than the active, though the sound is still
less sharply focused than the best passive control units.
Excellent value for money. Price now includes remote control. (Vol.14 No.3)
PSE Studio SL: $850
Inexpensive solid-state prearnp with balanced and unbalanced outputs that sounds its best after 72 hours' warmup.
Includes amono switch! Good transparency, dynamics,
and rendition of instrumental tonality, but the PSE can
sound rather cold with some power amplifiers. MM input
has limited headroom, so high-output types best avoided.
(Vol.13 No.1)

D
Adcom GTP-400: $400
GAG enthused at length in his review over this inexpensive
IC-based tuner/preamplifier combination that has had
op-amp guru Walt Jung's magic wand waved over it. Very
low noise on all inputs; euphonically warm-sounding
rather than accurate phono circuit; reasonable soundstage
depth; line stage rather laid-back in the top; not the ultimate in inner detail; the overall sound, however, is musical
and enjoyable. Errors are of omission rather than addition. Tuner section, although not offering the ultimate
in selectivity, will be good enough for most users and,
again, offers musically satisfying sound. (Vol.12 No.9)
Counterpoint SA-9/SA-11, Quicksilver, Convergent
Audio Technology SL! and SLI Signature, Mark Levinson
No.26S and No.28, Melos SHA1, MFA Magus, NAD
1000, Parasound P/FET-900 Mk.II, VTL Ultimate.

input is handed over to the source component. which may
not be up to the task. Careful auditioning and the advice
of your dealer will be essential in putting together amusically satisfying system around apassive unit.

A
Electronic Visionary Systems Attenuators: $60-$675
RH enthused over the transparency offered by these passive control units, sold by mail-order only. Ranging from
the dual-mono Ultimate Attenuators, which plug into
the power amplifier's input sockets (560/pair with single volume control, 5175/pair with 12-position attenuator,
5350/pair with 31-position attenuator), to the more convenient stereo Stepped Attenuators available in balanced
versions and with two or three-five inputs, those primarily
interested in CD replay should investigate these well-made
units. (Vol.13 No.7)
McCormack Deluxe Line Drive AGT: $1150 Yz
Its nature places demands on upstream components to
be able to drive afairly awkward load, but if that's the case.
the Line Drive Deluxe (originally aMod Squad product)
offers the most transparent, least colored way of achieving
Class Asound from CD and other line-level sources. Must
be used with short interconnects. however. (The improvement offered by the Deluxe over the conventional Line
Drive is not subtle) On its introduction, it set aneve standard for Class A sound at an unreasonably low cost. It
also offers considerably more versatility than the barebones EVS units mentioned above JA's reference for (lack
of) preamplifier sound. The latest version, with Cardas
jacks, revised internal wiring, and anew volume pot is
astonishingly transparent even when compared with the
bare-bones EVS Ultimate Attenuator. (Vol.12 No.1)

McCormack Line Drive AGE $650 er
The ideal Class C "preamplifier" for aCD-based system, given that its passive nature will mean that cables
must be kept relatively short. Latest version has AGT
(Advanced Grounding Topology) feature. (Von() No.3)
First Sound II.

M OVING-COIL STEP-UP
DEVICES
A

PASSIVE CONTROL UNITS

Expressive Technologies SU-1 transformer: 82950
A 35 lb step-up transformer that offers "utter transparency" and "exquisite resolution," according to RH.
JA agrees, finding his LP sound with the SU -1 feeding
the Mod Squad Phono Drive's MM input to be deliciously
transparent and musical. Unless used with Expressive
Technology's own interconnects, however, it may be impossible to avoid excessive hum pickup. Needs also to see
a47k ohm load impedance with low capacitance. otherwise sound quality will be overly dependent on the preamp MM input characteristics. (NR)

Editor's Note: While many audiophiles feel that apassive
control unit has the potential for offering the highest possible sound quality from line-level sources such as CD,
it must be noted that the entire responsibility for driving
the interconnects, the passive unit, and the power amplifier

Mark Levinson No.25: $3220/83140
(High/Low Gain)
MC-line-level phono preamplifier featuring identical circuitry to the phono section of the No.26. Above price
includes PLS-226 power supply. See "Preamplifiers." (NR)

Deletions
PS Audio 4.6 discontinued; Klyne SK-5A, NAD 1300,
and Audio by Van Alstine Super-PAS not auditioned in
too long atime to be sure of current rating.
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Vendetta Research SCP-2: $2995 tz
Ultra-quiet dual-mono phono preamplifier includes RIAA
equalizer to give line-level output. See "Preamplifiers!"
(Vol.11 No.6)

McCormack Phono Drive: $1695
Matches both MM and MC cartridges v‘,-ith versatile loading options. Line-level, RIA A-equalized output. See
"Preamplifiers." (Vol.12 No.1)

Audio Research phono stage, MFA MC Reference.
Deletions
Klyne SK-2a not auditioned in too long atime to be sure
of its current rating.

POWER AMPLIFIERS
A
Editor's Note: Class A amplifiers differ sufficiently in
character that each will shine in an appropriate system.
Careful auditioning with the user's own loudspeakers is
therefore essential. Note that except where stated, all output powers arc those specified into an 8ohm resistive load.
Air Tight ATM-2: $5950
An 80Wpc classic stereo tube design from Japan that
eschews the use of printed circuit boards in favor of pointto-point wiring. DO's reference for midrange accuracy:
"the most refined tube amplifier money can buy" (though
he's alarmed that, after the review sample broke, it did not
sound as superlative when fixed). Though its highs are
free from grain or hash, the Air Tight does have rather
ashut-in high treble when compared, for example, with
the Audio Research Classic 60, apoint which bothered
ST "Sounds like amore refined Quicksilver," says RH.
Its low bass, too, is less well-defined than the other Class
A amplifiers, and it really needs to be used with speakers
having 8ohm impedances. Nevertheless, in an appropriate
system—DO thought the combination of the ATM-2
with the Ensemble Reference minimonitors was particularly synergistic—the Air Tight will give superbly musical results. (Vol.13 No.5)
Audio Research Classic 150 monoblock: $9990/pair
A full, harmonically rich midrange presentation, apowerful, extended, and articulate bass, stunning soundstaging, and agrainfree treble—so JE described this hybrid
150W monoblock that uses KT88 tubes in its output stage:
"A Class Aproduct if ever there was one!" LA adds that,
based on his auditioning of apair of '150s driving Thiel
CS5s, it has "a magic midrange and better bass than it
should have." Balanced inputs add $200/pair. (Vol.14
No.11)
Audio Research Classic 60: $3495
The sound of this relatively low-powered (60Wpc) stereo
design that combines tubes with FETs is alittle forward
in the treble, yet never fails to sound musical, thought JA.
Superbly delineated soundstaging. The midrange is presented with anatural tonality, and though the low frequencies are not as tight or as extended as the Krell or
Mark Levinson competition, they have amusically appropriate fullness. With the latest ARC K188 tubes, the sound
acquires even more depth and palpability. Classic 120
monoblock (S6990/pair, review forthcoming) builds even
further on the '60's strengths. (Vol.13 No.9, Vol.14 No.9)
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Conrad-Johnson Evolution 2000: $4995
(See JE's review in this issue.)
Jadis Defy 7: $5995
A provisional rating for this stereo tube amplifier, following ST's enthusiastic auditioning: "The sound tends
to be lean, crisp, clean ...like agood French symphony
orchestre quoth he, with bass that was "solid ...tighter,
better damped" than the VTL 225 monoblocks. AB agrees
that the Jadis is aClass A amplifier, finding it to have a
superbly musical midrange. JE demurs. The Defy 7can
be run in class-A as a60Wpc amplifier, or in class-AB,
100Wpc. (Vol.14 No.9)
Krell KSA-250: $6200
This 250Wpc powerhouse ola stereo amplifier is the best
Krell yet, despite the fact that it's also the first Krell not
to run its output stage in class-A all the way up to the 8
ohm clipping point. It combines an effortless delivery of
power into difficult loads with traditional Krell clarity
but an almost tubelike seamlessness from the lowest bass
to the highest treble, noted LL: "a soundstage so real one
can reach out and touch the performers," the Krell besting
the M-L No.20.5 in this respect. RH agreed with LL's
assessment of the KSA-250's sound, mentioning its natural
midrange textures, lack of grain, and the general sense
of musical ease compared with the superseded KSA-200.
Until he tried apair of the awesome MD-500s, LA found
the '250 to be the best amplifier with which to drive the
demanding Thiel CS5 loudspeakers. (Vol.14 Nos.1 & 9)
Mark Levinson No.20.6 monoblock:$14,950/pair
Type II Upgrade from No.20.5 costs S2390/pair plus
S560/pair for new faceplates; upgrade from older amplifiers below S/N 1850 costs $3290/pair. (Vol.12 No.9,
No.20.5; see "Follow-Up" in this issue.)
Mark Levinson No.23.5: $5900
A significant redesign of the original 23 has resulted in
an altogether more musical-sounding amplifier, according
to JA (though LL feels it to be too laid-back for his tastes).
Compared with the 203s, the 300Wpc 233 offers amore
vivid, more dynamic, better-defined view into the image,
though it still doesn't approach the standard set by the
Audio Research Classic 60 in this respect. Its soundstage
is also alittle shallower than that thrown by the Krell KSA250, but it handily outperforms even that beast when it
comes to low-frequency extension and weight. At its best
with darker-sounding loudspeakers, such as the KEF
R10712, veith which it makes amusically synergistic match.
(Vol.14 No.9)
Symphonic Line Model RG-7: $4975
"The only solid-state amp Iwould live with:' declaims
DO of this well-made 150Wpc German design. "Musically refined, wonderfully transparent and detailed without
even ahint of edginess and aggression," he adds, though
its presentation is on the dry side compared with the best
tube models. (Vol.15 No.2)
Threshold SA/12e monoblock: $14,400/pair
"A gorgeously clean, natural high end" and "an open,
lively midrange," said TIN after auditioning this expensive
250W behemoth of apure class-A amplifier. Perhaps the
most authoritative low frequencies of any amplifier, but
image depth not quite to the standard shown by the Krell
KSA-250. (Vol.13 No.12, Vol.14 No.9)
Threshold S/550e: $4300
A more forward midrange and treble balance than the
similarly priced Krell KSA-250 or Mark Levinson No233,
said RH of this very powerful, 250Wpc stereo amplifier,
but with asimilarly impressive reproduction of low freRECOMMENDED COMPONENTS, APRIL 1992

quencies if slightly less soundstage depth. Though somewhat less subtle in sound than Threshold's SA/12s, its more
vivid presentation will work better with tonally laid-back
speakers like the Apogee Stage, decided TJN. (Vol.14
Nos. I& 9)
Vacuum Tube Logic 225 DeLuxe monoblock:
$5000/pair
RH's long-term reference amplifier, he feels it in its EL34fitted form to have adetailed and unfatiguing presentation,
aharmonic rightness, and an unparalleled midrange liquidity: "There is something magical. ..
in the midi that
is unmatched by any other amplifier I've auditioned!' CG,
however, prefers the version with VTL's own KI90 output
tubes (see Vol.14 No.6, pp.128-142 & 289-299) for its
"more kick-butt balance and tighter bass!' Maximum
power output is around 190W (Vol.13 No.1, Vol.14 No.10)
Valve Amplification Company PA90B monoblock:
S4890/pair
"Its holographic imaging ability in triode mode is astonishing?' DO reports on the sound of this superbly made
two-box tube monoblock. "Its levels of transparency, spatial resolution, and dynamic shading combine for amuch
more convincing illusion of live music." ST, too, was
impressed by the sound of these amplifiers—"a realism
that was positively breathtaking," he gushed—though
he feels it only fair to point out alack of overall dynamics.
Output power is 45W (triode), 90W (ultralinear). A "C"
version at $5190/pair offers an improved power supply;
DO is currently working on a"Follow-Up" review.
(Vol.14 Nos.9 & 11)

A (Integrated Amplifiers)
Lectron JH 30: S3595
"I love this little integrated amplifier?' states JE for the
record, "but wish it cost less." This French hybrid design
from Jean Hiraga with transistor input stages and tube
output stage is "sonically Class A?' but offers alow power
output of 30Wpc into 4ohms. "One of but ahandful of
products that can definitely convey much of the magic
oía live musical performance?' was JE's summation: "it
would raise goosebumps on the dead!" (Vol.14 No.10)

Audio Research D240 II: $2995
This solid-state 120Wpc stereo amplifier's open, dynamic
sound impressed MC, particularly for the reproduction
of classical music, though he felt it to sound dry in comparison with ARC'S Classic series amplifiers Doesn't have
the midrange magic of ARC's Classic series tube amps,
notes LA, but has great bass and good neutrality. Review
sample was alittle noisy; this was said to have been fixed
in the current version. The upgrade is free to any owner
of an early D240 with proof of purchase from an authorized ARC dealer. (Vol.14 No.12)
Boulder 500AE: $3999 tt
DAS feels this well-made, 150Wpc solid-state stereo
amplifier, based on the late Deane Jensen's discrete opamp topology, "to be the most natural-sounding amp I've
used?' though he points out that it needs to be used with
apreamp lacking dryness to get the best from it. LL and
JGH would argue for aClass A rating for the 500AE, JGH
feeling the Boulder to be the most accurate amplifier he's
heard. He found that, while "there was nothing reticent
about the top?' the Boulder's presentation of midrange
detail "was nothing short of remarkable. .. Highly recommended!" "Some will claim that it sounds too vivid, too
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forward?' says LL, "but Ithink it sounds so much more
real than Ithought possible!' Though he agrees with JGH
that the 500AE has superbly powerful, well-defined, and
extended bass, RH does find its overall sound too vivid,
too forward, so borderline Class A would seem about
right, decided JA. Both LL and JGH found the 500AE's
sound to be significantly improved by using apair as
bridged monoblocks. The otherwise identical Boulder
500 adds meters and other ancillaries for S4999. (Vol.9
No.5, Vol.14 No.10; also see "Follow-Up" in this issue.)
Jeff Rowland Design Group Model 1: $3100
Compact, well-made, 60Wpc solid-state stereo amplifier that TJN described as being "full-bodied, even slightly
lush, butins completely believable, natural fashion:' He
continued that the Model One had asomewhat soft low
end and "lacks abit of'speed' and liveliness, but makes
up for them with adisarmingly unforced quality. ..
and
asubtle and delicate high-frequency response." RH was
also impressed by this amplifier, which TJN found to exert
excellent control and dynamic range in bridged mode,
if lacking asmall degree of subtlety compared with one
amplifier used conventionally. One negative point: on
our review sample, some of the screw-terminal speaker
connectors—two pairs per channel are provided to facilitate bi-wiring—became stripped after alot of use. (Vol.14
Nos.4 & 9)
Kebschull 35/70 monoblock: $3200/pair
West German, low-powered (I8Wpc class-A, 35Wpc
class-AB) tube monoblock that DO preferred to the
Quicksilvers, Klimo Kents, and VTL stereo 75/75 when
driving both old and new Quads. Plenty of midrange detail ("but not at the expense of textural liquidity"), timbre
accuracy, and excellent soundstaging, with a"feeling of
precision and solidity about image outlines and timbres."
ST feels that DO correctly described the Kebschull's
strengths, but points out that its low power and limited
ability to drive some awkward loudspeaker loads to any
respectable level will make system matching very critical. (Vol.12 Nos.6 & 10)
Krell KST-I00: $2700
100Wpc stereo amplifier opeating in class-A/B that MC
felt to offer asound "of greater delicacy, air, and transparency than that traditionally associated with solid-state
electronics!' He also felt it had superb soundstaging and
was atouch more dynamic and ashade clearer than Krell's
now-discontinued KSA-80, the only significant criticisms
being amildly emphasized top half-octave (which will
mandate careful system building), and marginal channel
separation when used in balanced mode. (Vol.14 No.7)
Mark Levinson No.27: $3995
Borderline Class Adue to an overall less transparent, less
sweet sound than the Mark Levinson No.23 and No.20.5,
the 100Wpc No.27 nevertheless offers what LG felt to be
typical M-L smoothness through the audible spectrum
without the No.20.5's softening of the highs. In fact, he
found its speed, dynamics, and vividness to resemble the
No.23, concluding that it was his "first choice in its price
range." (Vol.13 Nos.6 & 7)
Mark Levinson No.29: $2800
"Focus, depth, and detail. The 50Wpc Levinson No.29
excels in all three of these vital characteristics," said TJN,
though he did note aslightly lean balance overall, without
the ultimate low-frequency weight possessed by the more
expensive Levinson amplifiers. He also felt the soundstage offered by the Jeff Rowland Model 1was ashade
more palpable. Nevertheless. "a compelling performer?'
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was his ultimate conclusion. (Vol.14 No.4)
McCormack DNA-1: $1995
(See RH's review in this issue.)
Muse Model One Hundred Fifty monoblock:
52280/pair
Powerful and well-constructed 150Wpc MOSFET design
from aprc -sound company that sounds on the upfront
side of neutrality without losing the ability to present a
recordings musical values intact. "Tight, well-controlled
bass and avery natural, liquid midrange:' said RH. (Vol.
13 No.1)
Music Reference RM-9: $2450
The price quoted refers to the version outfitted with EL34
output tubes; KT88s add $300 to the price but improve
the performance significantly, thought DO of this stereo Roger Modjeski design. With less of asonic signature than the KT88-equipped Quicksilver, the RM-9
"does very little to interfere with the essence of the music,"
and the adjustable gain/feedback feature means that the
amplifier can, to an extent, be "tuned" for aparticular
loudspeaker. Maximum output power isjust over 100Wpc.
(Vol.12 No.12)
Nestorovic NA-1: 56600/pair
Driven in balanced mode, this 150W tube monoblock
came close to combining the best of solid-state performance with the best of tubes, sounding euphonic but with
atight, well-controlled bass, thought SWW in his original
review. DO listened to more recent samples and felt that,
although they were not as detailed or as transparent as
the Audio Research, VAC, and Threshold amplifiers, they
had asweet-sounding midrange and worked to perfection
with Nestorovic's own loudspeakers, the sounds of the
two being complementary. Borderline Class A performance, overall. (Vol.9 No.8, Vol.14 No.9)
Quicksilver KT88 monoblock: 51895/pair ttr.
Quicksilver Silver Edition KT88 monoblock:
$2300/pair
10138 output tubes eliminate aresidue of glare in the upper
mids, giving more of a"see-through" quality. ST found
the mono Quicicsilvers to be ideal with the Quad ESL-63s.
Others have found them to work beautifully in alot of
low-power situations: reports from the field suggest that
the Quicksilver is ahappy choice for driving Vanderstren
2Cis as well as Acoustats of various vintages. Wonderfully tube-like, superb, tonal-standards-setting midrange;
can drive low impedances due to an excellent output transformer; but low frequencies still rather soft and ill-defined
in the classic tube amplifier tradition. Stereophilès reviewers
are divided on the Quicksilver's merits. LA feels that,
despite the Quicksilver's overall "pleasant" sound, it's
still a"low-resolution" design. "It just doesn't cut it in
the bass," says DO, "and the amp is soft and muted on
top." DO concluded his review by pointing out that the
Quicksilver has too much of an old-fashioned sound for
aClass Brecommendation in these days of highly neutral
amplifiers. GL, however, disagrees strongly with both
LA and DO in his "Follow-Up;" feeling that the Quicksilvers should remain in Class Bon musical grounds: "It
doesn't do anything to actively interfere with the music."
Extraordinary long-term reliability for atube design, Mr.
Tparenthetically points out. However, he now feels that,
for not much more money, the 90W Silver Edition monoblock is the amplifier to buy. (Vol.7 No3, Vol.8 Nos.2
& 4, Vol.12 No.11, Vol.13 No.5; Vol.14 No.9, Silver
Edition.)
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Vacuum Tube Logic Compact 160 monoblock:
53500/pair
Whereas the older VTL Compact amplifiers (the 100
reviewed by JA in Vol.11 No.11, for example) had an
upfront midrange that grabbed the listener's attention,
the 160 has amore subtle overall balance with asofter but
still detailed treble. Though it runs out ofjuice before the
"160" name would suggest—JA measured amaximum
of 130W in pentode mode, 95W in triode—it presents a
musically satisfying sound overall. Front-panel switching
enables the amp to run in triode mode: essential to get
the best sound from the KT90 tubes, CG's auditioning
and JA's measurements reveal. (Vol.14 No.8)
Vacuum Thbe Logic Stereo 90/90 Deluxe: $2750
A slight midrange bloom and fullness reduce the clarity
of its imaging, thought TJN of this 80Wpc stereo design,
and push images forward alittle too often. Nevertheless,
despite aslightly soft high treble, this relatively modestly
priced tubed amplifier offers good bass extension and control and proved capable of generating an extremely musical
sound, particularly with Vandersteen 2Cis. Latest version using KT90 tubes has not yet been auditioned, but
see FtH's "Follow-Up" on the VTL 225 monoblock in
Vol.14 No.10. Price now includes switching to allow the
output to run in triode mode. (Vol.13 No.5)

B (Integrated Amplifiers)
Ensemble B-50 Tiger: $2100
This diminutive 50Wpc integrated amplifier enabled GL
to get some of the most musical sound he had experienced
from his old Acoustat 2s, particularly when used with
Ensemble's own cables. "A soundstage seemingly unlimited by the dimensions of my room:' he noted, commenting also on the Tiger's "captivating ability ...
to maintain rhythmic and timbral spatial separation between
diverse elements of any musical presentation." JA also
found the Tiger to give afundamentally musical presentation. JE disagrees, feeling the B-50 to be more of a
"pussycat" than atiger. Though the Tiger lacks aphono
input, aDeluxe phono module with adjustable loading
option is available for 5490. Though this can be powered
from the B-50, aMalaysian reader ("Letters:' Vol.14 No.9,
p.33) suggests that aseparate power supply is essential
to get the best from it. (Vol.14 No.5)
Nairn NAP 140 power amplifier: $1395
Naim NAC 62 preamplifier: $925
Though the Naim components appear to be separate
pre- and stereo power amplifiers, their idiosyncratic
natures mean that they are best described as an integrated
amplifier in two boxes—three if you count the Hi-Cap
preamp power supply ($1245). Naim speaker cable must
also be regarded as part of the package, the 140 being only
marginally stable into some highly capacitive "audiophile"
cables. The sound of the combination, however, is astonishingly musical, being smooth, transparent, detailed, and
involving. With the Hi-Cap power supply, the $3565
50Wpc Naim system offered an excellent ability to keep
musical threads distinct within the overall texture, though
RH did feel alack of midband immediacy was sometimes
noticeable. The 140 power amplifier works best into
higher-impedance speakers. "If you want amusic system you don't have to think about, and don't need lots
of power, [the Nairn] offers asuperbly musical experience," RH concluded. (Vol.14 No.2)

Adcom GFA-555 II: S800 -RECOMMENDED COMPONENTS, APRIL

1992

While the original '555 was one of the best-selling power
amplifiers of all time, some felt its rather hard treble to
be its weakest point. The MLR version sounds significantly sweeter, though still with rather aforward sonic
signature, while maintaining its predecessor's superbly
well-defined, authoritative low-frequency performance
and excellent sense of dynamics. It also throws adeeper
soundstage Alot of power for the money-200Wpc! Fancooling is available as a$100 option for those with insensitive or low-impedance loudspeakers, (Vol.8 Na4, Vol.12
No.12, original version; Vol.13 No.10)
Adcom GFA-565 monoblock: $1700/pair
"Clean, solid, secure," was how TJN summed up his description of the 300W '565's sound, while ST loved the
sound of this gutsy monoblock—high power, excellent
presentation of detail, weight and authority in the lows,
and superb image definition. He agrees with TJN, however, that acertain flatness of image, atouch of low-treble
hardness, and an ultimate lack of high-frequency transparency make Class C an appropriate rating. Balanced
inputs add S200/pair to the price, as does apair of fans
for those with very insensitive or low-impedance loudspeakers. (Vol.14 Nos.4, 6, & 7)
B&K Sonata M-200 monoblock: 81800/pair
ST found this relatively inexpensive 200W amplifier to
drive his Spendor S-100s to perfection, despite arather
lean tonal balance in stock form. Output stage bias can
be increased, the sound then warming up to give tubelike smoothness and sweetness. "A wonderfully sane product," declaimed Sam, stating that it should give more
expensive amplifiers ahard timejustifying their existence.
Price is for version with unbalanced inputs: balanced version costs an additional S200/pair. (Vol.14 Nos.1, 2, & 3)
Kinergetics KBA-75 Platinum: $1995
Powerful, silent-running, fan-cooled, class-A 75Wpc stereo design that, with the exception of aslightly dry upper
midrange, has very little editorial effect on the music, in
particular lacking any high-frequency glare. Doesn't
appear to be cramped by any particular loudspeaker, handling dynamics, electrostatics, and hybrids with aplomb.
Restricted soundstage depth keeps this relatively modestly
priced amplifier from attaining aClass Brecommendation.
Current version differs from that reviewed only in having
"Platinum" cosmetics. (Vol.13 No.1)
Linn LK280: $1695
Representing aconsiderable improvement over its predecessor. the LK2, this hot-running, almost dual-mono
80Wpc power amplifier (only the power transformer is
shared between channels) is unusual in having fully regulated power supplies for the output stages. It offers an
authoritative sound, with amore neutral treble than, for
example, the Mk.l version of the Adcom GFA-555, but
can really only be recommended for use with the LK1
preamplifier, due to its very low input impedance (3k
ohms) and idiosyncratically wired XLR input connectors. An optional dedicated separate power supply, the
"Spark," costs $1295 if the original power transformers
are returned. (Vol.12 No.7)
Muse Model 100: $1200
This modestly priced stereo MOSFET amplifier was one
of the "finds" of 1991, offering acoherent, musically satisfying presentation. CG commented on its effortless sense
of dynamics, and while its bass was not in the same class
as that of the Adcom '555 II, its midrange and highs were
better-balanced overall. TJN also found the sound of the
100Wpc Muse to his liking driving B&W 801s (see Vol.14
No.6, p.200). (Vol.14 No.4)
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PSE Studio W: 8950
Alot of watts—I00Wpc—for the money from this modestlooking solid-state stereo amp, coupled with adetailed,
dynamic, neutral, yet never over-aggressive sound. "Small
in size, but big in sound," enthusiastically wrote GL in
his review, commenting on the PSE's ability to present
the power ofbass instruments without blurring the leading
edges of their sounds. (Vol.13 No.1)
Sumo Andromeda II: $1595
As abalanced-bridge stereo amplifier, the 240Wpc Andromeda Il requires care when used with speaker switching
boxes, IRS 1B crossovers, and other ancillaries that might
common the grounds of the two channels. But used conventionally, it impressed the heck out of TJN, who noted
that its midrange is more laid-back than that of the big
Adcom monoblocks and its bass warmer, and commented
very positively on its "upper-frequency air" and its clean,
transparent sound. (Vol.14 No.6)
Vacuum Thbe Logic Tiny Triode monoblock:
$1300/pair
It's hard to recommend such an idiosyncratic amplifier,
the (just) 25W Tiny Triode being unable to put out any
real power with any degree of control in the bass and unable to drive conventional dynamic loudspeakers to high,
let alone very high, levels. Yet when it comes to midrange
performance, it is perhaps one of the most palpable, musically real-sounding amplifiers CG and JA have heard.
"Used Within Their Limits:* concluded CG, "they sound
utterly temfic." If you have an old pair of Electrovoice or
Klipsch horn speakers around, you might try investigating
what apair of TTs could do for them. JA also tried using
apair to drive Grado HP 1headphones, with some musical
success. On the other hand, apair of TB is the ideal amplifier for your desktop office system, hooked up to apair
of LS3/5as and aportable CD player. (Vol.14 No.4)

C (Integrated Amplifiers)
Naim NAIT 2: $895
Somewhat expensive, almost totally lacking in features,
and very low-powered (21Wpc), the diminutive NAIT 2
would appear to be poor value for money. But when you
listen to it, it offers much better sound than the Class D
integrated amplifiers, featuring an expansive soundstage
with asmooth, natural tonal balance and aliquid midrange. Lacks bass authority, however, low frequencies
being neither extended nor tight, and the line stage is
somewhat rolled-off in the highs. (A slightly tilted-up
treble in the RIAA response ensures that LP reproduction is more neutrally balanced.) Best suited for sensitive
minimonitors like the Celestion 3and Monitor Audio
Monitor 7. (Vol.8 No.5 original version, Vol.12 No.9,
Vol.13 No.4)

D (Separates)
Adcom GFA-535 II: $350 *
"Extraordinarily clean, detailed, and musical .. .
Far more
detailed than Iwould ever imagine a$300 amplifier could
be," wrote ST of the '535's sound when this 60Wpc budget
amplifier drove his ESL-63s. While not apowerhouse,
it works well with speakers which usually demand amore
expensive amplifier. "Amazingly good" at its price, says
PWM. (Vol.10 No.8)
B&K ST-140: $498 *
The 105Wpc MOSFET '140 costs little enough to make
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it into Class D. but the sonics, after extensive auditioning,
convince ST that it belongs in Class C. LA disagrees, feeling that it should be "high Class D," and after his auditioning, JA also disagrees. The ST-140 features deep but
not extraordinarily powerful (and mushy) low bass, and
atube-like tonality with asmooth, sweet midrange.
Despite the Anarchist finding the '140 not to have "too
much MOSFET mist:' the amp's high frequencies can
become alittle tizzy, thought JA, while GL found disc
surface noise to be somewhat accentuated. Latest production features adetachable LEC AC cable and gold-plated
RCA inputjacks. An important caveat to our continued
recommendation of the ST-140 concerns the ability of
the current version to drive real-world loudspeakers. With
loudspeakers whose impedances drop much below 8
ohms, the amplifier is thermally limited from delivering
much power without asignificant increase in distortion,
with aresulting hardness to the sound. More powerful
ST-202 ($648, reviewed in Vol.10 No.8) has very similar sonic signature, according to ST, and is therefore to
be recommended with amuch wider range of loudspeakers than the '140. Balanced inputs add $100 to price
of both '140 and '202. (Vol.7 No.4, Vol.10 No.7, Vol.11
No.10 mono version, Vol.12 Nos.4 & 12, Vol.13 No.1)
NAD 2100: $429
Though as aconventional 50Wpc stereo amplifier this inexpensive NAD has arather lightweight balance vvith ashallow
image, apair used in bridged-mono mode offers high
power, excellent soundstage depth, and an open, spacious,
detailed sound. (Vol.12 No.12, Vol.13 Nos.], 5, & 12)

experience, to approach the current state of the art in loudspeaker design. (Note that to be eligible for inclusion in
Class A, the system must be full-range; ie, feature bass
extension to 20Hz-which is why the Hales Signature
is only included in combination with the Muse Model
18 subwoofer and the WATT 3/Puppy 2with the Wilson WHOW-and capable of reaching realistic sound
pressure levels without any feeling of strain.) Readers are
therefore advised to turn to the original reviews for
descriptions of the sound.
In addition, such has been the recent progress in loudspeaker design at amore affordable level that we have
added anew class-E, for "Entry-Level." Someone asked
me recently why Stereoplak bothers to review inexpensive
loudspeakers at all. In effect, aren't we insulting our readership by recommending they buy any of these inexpensive models? Remember: it's possible to put together a
musically satisfying, truly high-end system around any
of our Class D and E recommendations. That's why
they're listed-and why you should consider buying them.

A (Provisional)
Apogee Diva: S9295/pair *
Best sound is to be obtained with the S2995 DAX III dedicated electronic crossover. If the DAX is bought with the
Divas, the system price drops to $10.650. (Volt' No.8,
Vol.13 No.8)
B&W Matrix 800: S15,000-S18,0001pair
(Vol.14 Nos.6 & 10)
Hales System Two Signature with Muse 18 subwoofer: S83SO/system
(Vol.13 No.7, Vol.14 Nos.7 & 10)

Parasound HCA-800 II: $425 *
Less image depth than the Adcom '555 II and atouch of
treble grain at high levels, but "More than atouch of highend sound," said JA of this modestly priced 100Wpc
amplifier, due to its sweet midrange presentation and good
sense of dynamics. (Vol.11 No.2, Vol.12 No.2, original
version; Vol.13 No.10)

Infinity IRS Beta: 512,000/pair *
Only recommended if the modifications described in
the reviews are performed. (Vol.11 No.9, Vol.12 Nos.1,
6, & 12)

D (Integrated Amplifiers)
Creek 4140 S2: $595

Meridian D6000: 515,000/pair
Active system offers digital data inputs only and uses Bitstream D/A conversion. (Vol.14 Nos.9 & 10)

Excellent soundstaging, with asense of air and openness,
coupled with "satisfying" bass reproduction, lead to a
recommendation for this inexpensive 40Wpc British
integrated. Top octaves alittle forward, but an excellent
foundation for amusically valid budget system. (Vol.8
No.5 original version, Vol.12 No.9)
Audio Research Classic 120, Jeff Rowland Design Group
Model 5. Krell MDA500, Meridian 605. Mirror Image
1.IS+, Muse 250, PS Audio 100 Delta, Bocel RP-%0BX,
Creek 6060, VII 140 Deluxe monoblock.
Deletions
PS Audio 100C discontinued; Vacuum Tube Logic 300
Deluxe monoblock and Prodigy 150 monoblock not
auditioned in too long atime; Arcam Alpha 2replaced
by Alpha 3(not yet auditioned).

LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
Editor's Note: Class Ain "Loudspeakers" is in astate
of flux at present: though there are anumber of contenders.
Ifeel that further auditioning of each is necessary before
the rating and the recommendation can be confirmed. I
have diereforejust listed every system or combination that
at least one of Stereophile's reviewers feels, as aresult of his
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Thiel CS5: 59200/pair
(Vol.13 No.6, Vol.14 No.10)
Wilson Audio WATT 3/Puppy 2/WHOW:
522,287/system-$30,675/system
(Vol.14 Nos.6 & 10, without WHOW)

Editor's Note: Imake no apologies for the wide variety of loudspeakers listed in the next two groups. Polling Stereophilei reviewers resulted in atotal lack of consensus, implying that all the following speakers will, in
the right room with the right ancillaries, give true highend sound. Following pressure from JGH that small
speakers should automatically be denied recommendation
because of their lack of LF extension, Ihave split Classes
Band C into two sections: "Full-range" and "Restricted
LE' To be included in the latter class, asmall speaker has
to be at least as good in every other area as the full-range
competition. (Note that all the full-range Class Brecommendations, with the exception of the B&W 801, Hales
System Two, and Spendor S100, are floor-standing
models.)

B-Full-range
Apogee Centaur Major: 53395-S3785/pair
(See T1N's review in this issue.)
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Avalon Eclipse: $5600/pair
Awarmer balance than the Hales System Two Signature
is coupled with aflat on-axis response, astonishing midrange transparency, beautifully delineated soundstaging,
and arelative freedom from coloration that generally allow
the music to communicate most effectively. However, this
is only true when the Eclipses are driven by good tube
amplifiers, the sound with even good solid-state amplification—Mark Levinson, Jeff Rowland—being too bright.
The Eclipses also have somewhat limited dynamics, which
can lead to hardness at very high playback levels. Price
refers to aNextel finish; anon-rainforest veneer finish
adds S1600/pair. Current production has "an inexpensive tweeter revision"; earlier samples are upgradeable.
(Vol.14 Nos.1 & 10)
B&W Matrix 801 Series 1: S5500/pair •:*.r
(stands optional)
A complete redesign of the classical recording industry's
standard monitor loudspeaker—aluminum-dome tweeter
and B&W's patented "Matrix" enclosure, where the cabinet is effectively transformed into asolid body—has
resulted in amoving-coil speaker capable of competing
with the best planars. As LL put it, "a true musician's reference transducer!" Strengths include excellent low-frequency
definition and weight, ahighly detailed midrange, and
unrestrained dynamics. B&W's bass-alignment equalizer
gives true 20Hz extension but is not included in purchase
price. The best sound, however, is to be had from one of
the after-market models, such as those from Anodyne
and Denver dealer Listen-Up (the MaughanBox). Best
used with stands: we have had good results with the Sound
Anchors and with the wooden, sand-filled Arcicis. (Also
see Vol.12 No.10, p.45, and Vol.13 No.2, p.217, for discussions of acrossover modification that improves the
sound.) Current version has arevised tweeter, anondetachable head, an improved crossover layout, and has
done away with the APOC protection circuitry. (Vol.10
No.9)
Hales System Two Signature: S5600ipair
A beautifully made two-way, dual-woofer design with
aresonance-free cabinet featuring a4" baffle and aphysically separate crossover, the 181 lb System Two Signature
displaced the B&W 801 from EtH's listening room. His
characterization of the Hales's sound: "precise, controlled,
detailed, meticulous, exact, finesse' Though the treble
is both clean and transparent, aslight propensity for onaxis brightness can be ameliorated by experimenting with
toe-in. Compared with the 801, the Hales offers superior
dynamic detail, even though it lacks the British loudspeaker's low-frequency weight. In fact, the main fault
of the Hales is alean, rather over-damped bass balance
which can be unforgiving with some ancillaries and in
some rooms. With the Muse 18 subwoofer, the Signature becomes aClass A contender. East Coast price is
S5700/pair. (Vol.13 No.7, Vol.14 No.10; see also RH's
reviews of the Hales System Two in Vol.14 No.4 and the
Muse 18 subwoofer in Vol.14 No.7)
Hales System Two: $3000/pair (stands necessary)
Sounding overly bright and hard before being broken-in,
the System 2retains aslight tendency toward tizziness
in the high treble, though its sound is otherwise superbly
clean with sharply defined transients and atransparent,
uncolored midrange. Some might find the bass overly
lightweight, however. East Coast price is S50 higher;
stands cost S375/pair (without stands, the sound becomes
uninvolving due to alack of presence-region energy on
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the upper-woofer axis); stained walnut finish adds S100/
pair. (Vol.14 Nos.4 & 10)
KEF R107/2: 85900/pair
The latest version of KEF's flagship speaker features anew
tweeter and arevised KUBE equalizer. JA felt strongly
that its bass performance (within dynamic limitations set
by the use of EQ to extend the response below the design's
natural LF limit) was among the best he has experienced
in terms of definition and authority, as was its presentation
of image depth. While the treble sounds dark, leading to
asomewhat polite tonal balance (which might also be a
function of the KUBE's solid-state electronics), the 107's
midband is neutral and free from resonant colorations.
(Vol.9 Nos.4 & 7, Von() No.2, original version; Vol.14
Nos.5 & 10)
Martin-Logan CLS IIA with Kinergetics SW-800
subwoofer system:
58495-89025/system depending on finish (stands
optional)
The CLS IIA electrostatic by itself costs S3500/pairS4030/pair depending on finish but is not recommended.
But add the Kinergetics SW-800 subwoofer and you have
afull-range system—the "Mini Statement"—that would
get aClass A rating were it not for asomewhat overdetailed treble balance. (Vol.14 No.12, Vol.15 Nos.2 & 3)
Nelson-Reed 8-04/CM: $3650/pair
Very sensitive with awide, compression-free dynamic
range. Rather forward midrange balance but aclean, transparent treble that opens "a gorgeously clear (and alive)
window on the recording," said JGH in his review. The
review samples' out-of-spec woofers resulted in the overall
sound being too lean; this recommendation is therefore
provisional, pending JG H's audition of apair with the
proper woofers. (Vol.15 No.3)
Nestorovic Type 5AS Mk.IV: $4200/pair
A four-way dynamic loudspeaker that features apatented
bass alignment wherein adriven second woofer also
behaves somewhat as an auxiliary bass radiator. DO felt
that the Nestorovic's midband had avelvety, non-resonant
texture, especially on female voice, and that its highs were
free from sizzle and tizz, though he did find that soundstage depth did not develop as fully as he expected. JA
adds that the overall balance is alittle forward in the treble,
which might be afactor here, though it does lead to asynergistic balance with tube amplification rather than solidstate. Nestorovic's own NA-1 monoblocks gave liquidsounding midi and abold, sweeping soundstage, reports
DO, who summed up his feelings thusly: "In terms of
tonal balance. LF extension, and dynamic scale, this speaker
allows one to fully explore orchestral music without trepidation, congestion, or any form of attendant harshness"
(Vol.9 No.5, original version; Vol.14 Nos.9 & 10)
ProAc Response Three: $6500/pair
Beautifully finished two-way, dual-woofer design from
English designer Stuart Tyler that Jack English can't recommend highly enough, feeling that they outperform
both the Thiel CS5s and the Martin-Logan/Kinergetics
Mini Statement system. When the speaker's integral plinth
is correctly loaded with sand, the bass is "extended, controlled, and powerful." The highs are clean and extended,
while the soundstaging is excellent, the speakers disappearing. The midrange is "full, lush, musical, involving—
in short, lifelike," wrote JE. and CG, for one, would not
disagree. JA also feels that the sound of the Response
Threes was ahighlight of both the 1990 and 1991 SCESes.
(Vol.14 No.9)
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PSB Stratus Gold: S2000/pair
A large three-way design, the Stratus Gold offers afundamentally neutral midrange balance coupled with very
low levels of coloration, alively yet unfatiguing treble,
and agenerous, powerful bass. The treble is less prominent
when the speaker is used with the grilles on, when the
sound takes on an appealing accessibility. Excellent value
(Vol.14 Nos.2 & 10; see also PWM's "Industry Update"
in Vol.14 No.4.)
Snell Type A/III Improved: $4680/pair
Ultraflat frequency response is married to asuperb coupling of the low frequencies with the room acoustics, which
leads to extended, powerful lows. Replacement of the
original's Audax tweeter with acleaner-sounding Vifa
unit leads to the "Improved" being added to this large
floor-standing speaker's designation and astrong recommendation from LG, though alack of treble transparency
and restricted image depth should be noted. Bi-amplification via the dedicated electronic crossover from DB Systems (8602) significantly improves performance. (Vol.7
No.6, Vol.9 No3, Vol.10 No.6, Vol.13 No3, Vol.14 No.10)
Snell Type B: M490/pair
Considerable conflict among Sterrophik's writers over the
sound of this big, Kevin Voecks-designed, floor-standing
three-way. All agree about its low levels of coloration,
neutral midrange and treble balance, and extended, powerful low frequencies. RH and CG feel very strongly, however, that the B's slow, ponderous bass quality precludes
recommendation, while PWM and LG feel that under the
right circumstances, the Bwill sing. JE feels that the Snell
Bis the sonic equivalent of aTelarc recording: "initially
very impressive but ultimately dissatisfying:' LG reinforces
JA's feeling that the B's balance will work better in larger
rooms, while PWM adds that unless the room is somewhat
"leaky" at low frequencies, the speaker will tend to sound
too thick. Even more than usual, therefore, home trial is
essential. (Vol.14 No.12, Vol.15 No.2)
Snell Type C/IV: $2190/pair
Superbly flat on-axis response, alack of resonant colorations, and aweighty but well-defined bass performance
that is emotionally as well as intellectually satisfying make
this large floor-standing speaker from the pen of Kevin
Voecks excellent value for money. Low Class Bsound,
however, due to alack of ultimate transparency and restricted image depth compared with such space-meisters
as the Avalon Eclipse, KEF R107/2, and Hales System Two
and Signature. (Vol.14 Nos.4 & 10)
Sound-Lab A-3: 57410/pair *
JGH's reference speakers for almost six years, offering
excellent dynamic range and aneutral transparent midband
that reproduces instrumental timbres as convincingly as
Gordon has encounterd. Class Asound quality, feel PWM
and JGH, though this large electrostatic's ultimate lack
of extension without asubwoofer preclude that lofty ranking, judges JA. "Wings" to extend the bass response can
be retrofitted for $975-$1250, depending on finish. (Vol.9
No.6, Vol.11 Nos.6 & 11. Vol.15 No.1)
Spendor Si®: 52950/pair (stands necessary)
Somewhat self-effacing quality compared with "audiophile" loudspeakers, thought ST, but the outstandingly
tight, extended bass, full, rich balance, overall smoothness
and lack of coloration through the midrange, and treble
sweetness make this beautifully constructed British threeway astrong Class B recommendation. "No significant
flaws," say both Mr. Tand MC, the latter regarding the
SI® to have "hidden depths." JA emphatically agrees,
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feeling the Spendor to be one of the best buys in highend audio. $175/pair Chicago Speaker Stands speaker
stands are normally supplied, though Spendor intends
to introduce their own stands. (Vol.13 No.6, Vol.14 Nos.
10& 12)
Thiel CS2.2: S2250/pair
(See ST's column in this issue.)
Wilson Audio WATT 3/Puppy 2:
S12,900/pair-513,900/pair
A pair of WATT 3s by themselves costs between $7450
and $7950 depending on finish (the update from WATT
2to 3status costs 12700-$2900 depending on vintage),
but are not recommended except for such specialist applications as location monitoring, their balance being too
lean and lightweight for long-term satisfaction. But add
apair of Puppy 2woofers and you have an almost fullrange system that throws aholographic soundstage, the
speakers giving no clue to their physical location. The
WATT/Puppy system is also refreshingly free from resonant colorations—the much-modified Focal tweeter used
by Wilson is an order of magnitude better behaved than
the similar-appearing Focal tweeters used in lesser speakers
—and excels when it comes to accurately reproducing
music's dynamic contrasts. It's easy to get an excess of
energy in the crossover region between WATT and Puppy,
however, while the tonal response tilts up somewhat in
the treble region, which is very revealing of amplificanon problems. This also adds adegree of brashness to the
sound reminiscent of the real thing, but is alittle exaggerated in absolute terms unless MIT CVT Terminator
cable is used. Despite an impedance which dips to 1.75
ohms at 2kHz, the WATT/Puppies seem to work best with
great tube amplification, the ARC Classic 60 and 120s
proving capable of producing superbly palpable imaging
and anatural tonality. "Less is more," states MC, "more
rhythm, more dynamics, more music! Who wants deep,
slow bass?" Only afew hertz more bass extension would
result in true Class Asound. something that those whose
ears we trust indicate can be achieved by adding the expensive Wilson WHOW subwoofer. Series 2version of the
Puppy features anew high-density composite panel bottom and dedicated MIT 750-W "Puppy tail:' (Vol.14
Nos.6 & 10)

B—Restricted LF
Apogee Stage: 52395/pair (stands optional)
The Stage has one of the most neutral, seamless midbands
around. Recorded voice is reproduced with an uncannily
lifelike quality. Imaging, too, is superb—"In terms of
soundstage transparency, it rivals any loudspeaker money
can buy," said DO—as is the speaker's presentation of
recorded dynamics. In this category because of its lack
of deep bass extension, but the midbass is actually very
generous. The Stage works particularly well with Classe
amplification and SYMO cable, but prospective purchasers should be prepared to experiment with room position and toe-in to get the optimum sound. Matching
stands (S350/pair) are also available for those who prefer ahigher listening seat. "A real honey. ..
an eminently
musical transducer," said MC. Sternrhile agreed sufficiently
with that conclusion to buy the review pair. (Vol.13 No.8,
Vol.14 Nos.2, 3, & 10; see also "Follow-Up" in this issue)
Apogee Centaur Minor S1195/pair (stands optional)
A hybrid design that mates aribbon tweeter/midrange
unit to asealed-box tuned dynamic woofer. Restricted
in bass extension and ultimate dynamic range capabilRECOMMENDED COMPONENTS, APRIL 1992

ity, fussy about setup, but excellent transparency coupled
with upper-midrange purity and the ability to throw a
huge, wide soundstage. Upper bass sounds abit wooden.
but amusical bargain overall. Matching stands, 5149/pair,
should be regarded as mandatory, felt RH. (Vol.15 No.1)
Celestion SL700SE: 53299/pair (stands included) *
Once considered very expensive for asmall speaker, price
includes excellent stands. Improves over the SL600,Si in
the areas where that speaker excels, and sets nezdstandards for abox loudspeaker in transparency, neutrality,
and upper-bass darity. In contrast with the SL600Si, overall balance is rather on the bright side, which demands
careful system matching. Auditioning of the current "Special Edition" version reveals better integration between
tweeter and woofer and an even cleaner upper bass, though
the tradeoff appears to be aless involving sound overall. "A bit polite," says ST. Though the SL700 is deficient
in low bass in absolute terms, rate of rolloff in-room is
slow enough that it almost qualifies for inclusion in the
"full-range" Class Bcategory. But only almost. (Vol.11
No.9, Vol.14 No.10; also see "Sam's Space" in this issue.)
Ensemble PA-1: 53180/pair
Ensemble Reference: 54980/pair (55300/pair with biwiring option) (stands necessary)
Two almost identical-looking zninimonitors from Switzerland combine an excellent soft-dome tweeter with an
unusual laminated-cone woofer and arear-facing passive radiator. Both sensitive to being overdriven by subsonics, but provided agood high-pass filter is used, the
Ensembles generate aneutrally balanced if bass-shy sound
with better
g—"spatial resolution was outstanding:'
according to DO—and less upper-bass congestion than
the Celestion SL600Si. The Reference betters the PA-1
in every way—at acost. Both speakers require aconsiderable break-in period to reach their optimum performance.
The sound of the References in the Rowland room at the
1991 WCES was outstanding, according to JA. Matching
Landmark stands cost 51400/pair. (Vol.13 No.6, Vol.14
No.10)
Monitor Audio Studio 10: S3000/pair
(stands necessary)
Mating M-A's excellent I" metal-dome tweeter with a
metal/ceramic-cone woofer, the Studio 10 offers awarmer
balance than the Celestion SL700, with ariper bass. An
unfailingly musical sound, however, with aneutral,
uncolored midband and agood sense of dynamics. Matching stands cost 5850/pair. (Vol.13 No.11, Vol.14 No.10)

mum axis. The highs roll off considerably off-axis, which
can lead to adull, lifeless sound in overdamped rooms.
The low treble is alittle resonant (perhaps due to the dustcover), which bothers sonic:listeners (LA) more than others
(ST, LG, DO. JA). Low frequencies are tight but not very
deep, while maximum volume capability is somewhat
(ln Santa Fe, with its 7000' altitude, this is astrict
97dB on peaks.) Later models sound less dry than early
production. Can really come alive with the right amplifier,
and benefits from modifications, most especially suitable
stands (we've found Arcicis to work well). Works well
with such dipole subwoofers as the Finnish Gradient SW63 and the Celestion System 6000 (see "Subwoofers"),
while LG has achieved an excellent match with both the
omnidirectional, servocontrolled Velodyne ULD-I8 and
the Muse 18. The current version, the "USA Monitor,"
has astiffer steel frame, arevised protective grille, and a
reduced plate gap for higher sensitivity. (Vol.6 Nos.4 &
5, Vol.7 Nos.2 & 7, Vol.8 No3, Vol.10 No.1, Vol.12 Nos.2
& 6; see also LG's review of the Gradient SW-63 subwoofer system in Vol.14 No.10.)

Acoustat Spectra 1100: 51700/pair
Hybrid combination oía traditional Acoustat electrostatic
panel crossing over to an 8" moving-coil woofer in asealed
cabinet that adds the traditional virtues of the panel—
transparency and uncolored sound—to those of the
dynamic driver—dynamic range and bass power handling
and extension. Treble smooth and midrange tizribrally correct, but as with the Quad ESL-63, limited HF dispersion leads to adull sound if the room is overdamped.
Overall tonal balance more natural in larger rooms; in
small rooms, the omnidirectional woofer can overwhelm
the electrostatic panel. The integration between the two
disparate units is also better for alistener sitting farther
away. Less expensive Spectra 11 (51200/pair), reviewed
in Vol.13 Nos.I & 2, similar in concept but somewhat less
good overall. (Vol.14 Nos.8 & 10)
SAW Matrix 804: S2200/pair
Borderline Class B, feels TIN of this elegant two-way—"a
miniature 801"—feeling it produces an open, generous
sound with awell-defined soundstage. Apart from some
warmth in the upper bass, the lows are intrinsically clean
and reasonably extended, though TJN points out that
using B&W's "800 Series Variable High-Pass Alignment
Filter" to equalize the speaker's bass to be flat to below
30Hz restricts the dynamic range too much to be useful.
He also commented on some occasional nasality, though
this was to an insignificant degree. (Vol.14 No.11)

Monitor Audio Studio 20:
$4499/pair-$5399/pair depending on finish
A floorstanding descendant of the Studio 10 with asimilar
drive-unit complement, the Studio 20 offers abig, transparent, well-focused soundstage presentation with an
excellent sense of detail and sufficient bass fullness, thought
RH. ST disagrees strongly, feeling that the Studio 20 is
too expensive, considering it doesn't go low or play very
loud. "Not for rockers!" he warns. JA feels the 20 to be a
superb speaker when used within its limitations, though
he noticed an occasional wiry edge to female voices and
boy sopranos. RH also noted this in his review, but points
out that this will be ameliorated by agood tube amplifier. (Vol.14 No.12; also see "Sam's Space" in this issue.)

Icon Parsec: $1795/pair
Large, three-way speaker from the pen of David Fokos,
once the loudspeaker designer at Conrad-Johnson/Synthesis. Excellent dynamics, the ability to throw awelldefined souncistage, aflat on-axis response, and very good
low-bass extension are let down by arather too generous upper bass and highish levels of midband coloration,
due to atoo-lively cabinet. (Current production is said
to have improved internal c-rossbracing.) Only sold direct,
price includes shipping via Federal Express. (Vol.13 Na 12,
Vol.14 No.10)

Quad ESL-63 USA Monitor: $4995/pair
(stands necessary)
Very inusical sound, with very low midrange coloration,
natural, precise imaging, excellent soundstaging, and very
good resolution of detail when listened to on the opti-

Magnepan MG2.6IR: $1950/pair
Large two-way panel combining aribbon tweeter with
a"Magneplanar" woofer/midrange unit. Awarm-sounding
midrange is coupled with aclean yet detailed, transparent
treble that will be musically pleasing with the right ancil-
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lanes and provided care is taken in setup. Somewhat restricted dynamic range and arather thickened bass, but
overall "deliciously smooth," said JA. Otherwise similar
three-way MG3.3/R (S2850/pair; not yet reviewed) adds
aMagneplanar midrange unit and should be capable both
of playing louder and of going lower in the bass. (Vol.14
No.11)
Martin-Logan Sequel II: 52650/pair
(oak or black finish)
The revised version of this bi-wirable electrostatiddynamic
hybrid is aparadox, as from the midrange on up it offers
seamless imaging, natural tonal colors, and clean, gritfree highs, almost reaching Class Bquality in these regions
were it not for adefinite dynamic threshold above which
the sound becomes considerably more hard and brittle.
But from the lower midrange down, to an extent very
dependent on the power amplifier used and on the chosen
listening axis, the sound can be anemic, leaving the mids
and highs unsupported. This leads to a"threadbare" overall
balance that particularly irritated ST, though we understand that listening to the speakers from more than 15'
somewhat ameliorates the problem. As supplied, the
woofer and the electrostatic panel have the same acoustic
polarity, which is strange in view of the symmetrical
12dB/octave crossover slopes—DO found the sound to
be significantly improved for close-seated listeners if the
woofer polarity is inverted. To an even greater extent than
usual, prospective Sequel purchasers should listen for
themselves with their chosen ancillaries before making
any decision. (Vol.12 Nal, original version; Vol.12 Nos.8,
9, & 10)
Snell Type E/III: 5990/pair (stands necessary)
A smooth treble is coupled with anatural, if remote, midrange, while the soundstage focus is somewhat diffuse.
"Awfully good for what they are!" says LL, however, of
this inexpensive ported two-way that resembles asmaller
Snell C/IV—it even has asimilar second rear-firing tweeter.
LG was similarly impressed, feeling the Type Eto have
"good dynamic range land] stunning bass response [with]
complete control, no overhang, no peakiness. .. it truly
offers the wonder and excitement of recorded music at
amodest price." Needs to be used well away from walls;
matching stands cost 5120/pair. (Vol.14 No.10)
Spica Angelus: 51275/pair tr
The first floor-standing model to come from this New
Mexican manufacturer, the idiosyncratically styled Angelus has much in common with the TC-50, including a
superbly defined if lightweight bass register, abasically
neutral if occasionally "cardboardy" midrange, and the
ability to throw an astonishingly accurate soundfield. Treble transparency is alittle lacking when compared with
the best Class Bspeakers, but still one of the best loudspeakers ST has heard. LA demurs, due to the Angelus's
slight departure from midband accuracy, while MC points
out that the speaker's unusual styling results in asomewhat
deeper than usual "floor dip" in the lower midrange which
can lend the bass arather disembodied character. CG's
long-term reference. (Vol.11 No.2, Vol.13 Nos.1 & 4)
Thiel CS1.2: S1250/pair *
Lacking ultimate dynamic range, this modest-sized floorstanding speaker offers an outstandingly detailed sound
with superbly precise if alittle shallow soundstaging, a
neutral midband, and aless critical treble balance than the
older CS2 (although VTL monoblocks produced rather
a"hissy" sound). ST reports that the Electrocompaniet
AW100 sounds terrific with the 1.2s. Low frequencies are
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full, but only become too ripe when used with, say, atube
amplifier, states JA. ST disagrees, feeling that the bass was
alittle lightweight, which might suggest some room
dependency in the low-frequency balance. A best buy at
the price, nevertheless. (Vol.12 Nosl, 6, & 11, Vol.13 No.1)

C—Restricted LF
Acoustic Energy AEl: 51695/pair *
(stands necessary)
Tiny reflex box with metal-dome tweeter and unique
metal-cone woofer. Redefines the art of miniature speaker
design, according to JA, due to its high dynamic range
capability, electrostatic-quality treble, and see-through,
if somewhat forward-balanced, midrange. Now supplied
ready for bi-wiring with gold-plated binding posts. Price
with Alloy stands is $2245. A "Follow-Up" review of
acurrent production sample is under way. (Vol.11 No.9)
Celestion SL600Si: $1999/pair
(stands necessary)
Though lacking the bottom octave-and-a-half of bass
extension, and possessing slightly depressed mid- and
extreme treble ranges that make system optimization difficult, the SL600Si combines lower-midrange transparency and holographic imaging (areas where it sees off
most of the moving-coil competition) with amusical, if
dark-sounding, balance unique for abox speaker. Worth
using with high-end electronics. Latest Si version has
revised crossover layout to allow bi-wiring and is more
transparent in the treble, though atouch of midband congestion remains. Good stands, such as Celestion's own
5299/pair 18" SLSis, are mandatory. (Vol.10 No.2, original
version; Vol.12 No.5)
Epos ES-14: 51295/pair (stands necessary) tr
A speaker that has long been an ST favorite, the ES-14
seems to be typical of small British speaker designs in that
it features ametal-dome tweeter in awell-braced cabinet with aminimal crossover and the option for bi-wiring.
The result is asuperbly coherent sound that, according
to TJN, kept drawing him into the music. Ported bass is
both alittle lightweight and somewhat soft, but the upper
bass and midrange are very low in coloration, with excellent transparency. Matching stands cost $250. (Vol.11
No.6, Vol.13 No.1)
Genesis Technologies IM5200:
$895/pair (stands necessary)
Tiny two-way in aunique tubular enclosure from Amie
Nudell, one of the founders of Infinity. Circular "ribbon"
tweeter gives adelicate, detailed, open, and airy treble,
found 13N. Levels of colorations are low, while the soundstaging is wide, deep, and well-focused. Low bass, however, is missing in action, and the dynamic range of the
5" woofer is also necessarily limited. Overall, the rather
analytic tonal balance works best with sweet-sounding
tube amps, decided TJN in his review, while the combination with the Genesis Servo 10 subwoofer (see "Subwoofers") approaches Class B quality. Matching stands
cost 5395/pair. (Vo1.14 No.10)
JM Lab Micron: 5599/pair (stands necessary)
The original version of this French minimonitor had a
truly horrendous lower treble—peaky and fatiguing—
which could be laid at the feet of its Kevlar-domed Focal
tweeter. Current production features anew titanium
inverted-dome tweeter which is significantly smoother
and less colored, leading to an enthusiastic recommendation from DO. "The upper mids are sweet and texturally
smooth," quoth he. Though it lacks bass extension, it gets
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the tenor region right, the sound of the cello being timbrally correct. Soundstage focus was also excellent. Price
is for black vinyl finish, wood veneer costs S699/pair, black
lacquer. 5899/pair. (Vol.14 Nos.9 & 10)
Spica TC-50: S550/pair *
(stands necessary)
The coherence and imaging of the middle to upper midrange rival the Quad and LS3/5a and would be considered excellent in aspeaker of any price; at $550 they're
asteal. Only significant drawback is the absolute need
for the listener to be sitting with his or her ears on the optimum axis, the sound otherwise becoming too lean. On
the optimum axis, the high frequencies roll off above
16kHz, the midband is rather forward-balanced, and the
low end is designed to be very controlled down to the
lower limit of about 55Hz. This latter aspect makes the
TC-50 perfect for matching to asubwoofer-a pair of
Kinergetics BSC-SW100s with their stands and matching
amplifier are ideal. Easily damaged by amplifier overload.
Latest version features acrossbrace between front and rear
panels. (Vol.7 Nos.2 & 3, Vol.9 Nos.5 & 7, Vol.11 No.1,
Vol.12 No.10, Vol.14 No.10)

D
Epos ESII: $850/pair (stands necessary)
Borderline Class C sound, feels JA, if it were not for a
rather congested lower midrange and restricted dynamics.
But above that region, this sophisticated little English twoway from Robin Marshall gets everything right: instrumental textures and timbres, imaging and soundstaging,
aseamless blend between woofer and tweeter, and grainfree highs. Matching stands cost S200/pair. Highly recommended. (Vol.14 No.7, Vol.14 No.10)
Icon Lumen: S795/pair (stands necessary)
Despite an apparently flat on-axis response, the well-built
Lumen sounds alittle tilted-up, there being some sibilance
present in its treble. There is also adegree of resonant coloration in the lower midrange, but its sound is otherwise
delicate and very clean, with an optimally tuned, reasonably extended bass. (Vol.14 No.7, Vol.14 No.10)
Magmeplanar SMGa: $575/pair
Musical sound, with relatively well-extended low frequencies, considering the size of the panel. Not that transparent in the midband, and high frequencies recessed, but
amusical bargain nonetheless. (Vol.10 No.7)
Mission Cyrus 782: S900/pair (stands necessary)
A fundamentally uncolored midrange is combined with
good imaging ability and the ability to present musical
detail without tonal exaggeration, despite asomewhat
forward balance overall. Low frequencies are taut rather
than generous. (Vol.13 No.10, Vol.14 No.10)
Phase lbch PC-80: S650/pair (stands necessary)
Similar to the Fried Q/4 in having arather exaggerated
bass region, the well-made PC-80 also offers excellent
imaging specificity, asuperbly flat tonal balance, and a
clean treble, spoiled only by aslightly nasal upper midband. (Vol.14 Nos.1 & 10; see also RH's review of the PC90 subwoofer in Vol.13 No.9.)
PSB 40 Mk.II: S440/pair (stands necessary)
The vinyl finish is indicative of the low price, but the sound
of this Canadian 8" two-way has not been compromised.
A "bite' somewhat underdamped bass is coupled with
aneutral, detailed midrange and aslightly exaggerated
treble balance that can sometimes be abit unkind to problem recordings. 73N was also impressed by the speaker's
excellent presentation of space and air, something uncomRECOMMENDED COMPONENTS, APRIL 1992

mon in this price region. A winner for those who won't
be bothered by the loose bass. (Vol.14 Nos.7 & 10)
Rogers LS3/5a: $799/pair * (stands necessary)
Amajor revision of the crossover in 1988 was meant not
so much to "improve" this venerable design (first seen
and heard in 1975!) as to bring production back on target.
Still somewhat compromised in overall dynamics. HF
smoothness, and clarity when compared with Class Band
C miniatures such as the Acoustic Energy AEI, Genesis 1M-5200, and Celestion SL600Si and SL700, and having adistinctly tubby midbass, the 1989 version of the
LS3/5a still has one of the least colored midbands around,
throws adeep, beautifully defined soundstage, and has
aslightly sweeter top end, with less nasality apparent than
it used to have. The sound, however, is sometimes not as
musically involving as it could or should be. The LS3/5a
is also being manufactured by Spendor, Harbeth, and
Goodmans, and differences among any current LS3/5as
should be cosmetic only. Now manufactured in abiwirable version-see "Industry Update Vol.15 No.2.
(Vol...3 No.12, Vol.4 No.1, Vol.7 No.4, Vol.12 Nos.2 &
3, Vol.14 No.10)
Signet SL280: S900/pair (stands necessary)
Designed by an ex-AR engineer, the two-way SL280 was
found by TJN to rival the Epos ES-14 in being musically
satisfying at amodest price. Good bass extension is coupled with excellent midband transparency, though the
treble has atendency to be alittle bright-sounding. SL280
BN is the same speaker in ablack vinyl finish for $700/pair.
(Vol.13 No.10, Vol.14 No.10)
Iliad System 7: $1050 (stands necessary)
Three-box system comprising two tiny satellites and separate woofer module. The System 7offers low levels of
midband coloration and excellent bass extension at this
price level, though RH found it hard to properly integrate
the woofer with the satellites, leading to asomewhat
threadbare upper bass. Exaggerated on-axis treble balance
means that best sound is obtained with satellites firing
away from the listening position. (Vol.13 No.10, Vol.14
No.10)

E
Cambridge Sound Works Ambiance: 5350/pair
(stands necessary)
Tiny, well-finished stand-, wall-, or shelf-mounted twoway speaker available only via mail-order (S&H add $IO
to the quoted price; full customer support is provided).
Midrange rather forward in balance, accentuated by shutin but lispy highs and anecessarily limited bass extension. The midi also lack clarity. Nevertheless, the Ambiances offer asurprisingly musical sound overall, and can
be recommended for second-system use or as ambience
speakers in avideo-surround setup. Oak cabinets are available for an additional S50/pair. (Vol.13 No3, Vol.14 No.10)
Celestion 3: S279/pair (stands necessary)
Intended to be sited near arear wall on astand or shelf,
which usefully reinforces its limited low-frequency output,
the diminutive 3has arather "cardboardy" coloration
in the midband but adean, open-sounding treble unusual
in this price range. (Vol.12 No.10, Vol.14 No.10)
Dana Audio Model 1: $179/pair
(stands necessary)
By far the least expensive loudspeaker listed in "Recommended Components:' Dana's Model 1is only available
via mail-order. A rather warm bass and arather lifeless,
depressed treble lead to aforgiving balance offiet only by
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adegree of resonant coloration in the low treble. "Squeezes
the most music out of the least money," according to RH,
however. Slight changes in the tweeter balance have been
made since the review appeared; RH confirms that his
recommendation still stands. (Vol.13 No.9, Vol.14 No 10)
Fried Q/4: S520/pair (stands necessary)
Excellent low-frequency performance from such asmall,
inexpensive speaker, though some might find it overripe
in this region. (Owners are encouraged to experiment with
the bass tuning by removing some of the line-tunnel
damping.) Asmooth, laid-back, borderline Class 13 sound
overall, with low levels of midrange coloration. (Vol.13
No.10. Vol.14 No.10)
Monitor Audio Monitor 7: $449/pair
(stands necessary)
The Monitor 7is "smoother through the treble than the
Celestion 3, better focused, and better finished toe says
the redoubtable Mr. Tellig.JA concurs, feeling that its midrange is also less colored, but points out that the 7's significandy more peaky treble balance will be fussier regarding matching amplifiers and CD players, and adds that
he finds its reflex-loaded low frequencies to be fuzzier.
less well-defined, than the sealed-box Celestion's. (Vol.13
Nos.l. 2. & 3, Vol.14 No.10)
Mordaunt-Short MS 3.30:5459/pair (stands necessary)
A rather uninvolving upper midrange and some veiling
in the upper-bass/lower-midrange transition region are
offset by good bass extension, good sense of space, good
presentation of recorded detail, and alively treble. (Vol.14
Nos.7 & 10)
NHT 1.3: $500/pair (stands necessary)
Unusual styling but asuperb level of fietifinish distinguish
this small, inexpensive loudspeaker. Its midrange is neutral.
its high frequencies clean and free from resonant hash,
though low frequencies lack alittle weight. Sound quality
overall is borderline Class D with the right ancillaries—
"the NHT 13 excels in those areas that are most important
musically." stated RH. (Vol.13 No.9. Vol.14 No.10)
Snell Type K/II: S465/pair (stands necessary)
A tight, tuneful, articulate bass, thought RH of this
modestly priced two-way design, though with less weight
than the Phase Tech PC-80. The mida are neutral, the highs
open and airy, but there is atrace of hardness in absolute
terms that can't altogether be ameliorated with the tweeterlevel control. Nevertheless. RH enthusiastically recommends the Kill for its musically natural presentation.
(Vol.14 Nos.1, 7, & 10)
Wharfedale Diamond IV: $300/pair (stands necessary)
A diminutive speaker that needs to be positioned close
to arear wall to get any real bass extension. Midrange is
spoiled by adegree of nasality and bcodness, but the overall
sound, surprisingly open and musically enjoyable, is less
bright than the Celestion 3and therefore more forgiving of the inexpensive electronics with which it is likely
to be partnered. Excellent soundstaging unusual at this
price level. (Vol.14 Nos.7, 8, & 10)

Air scm10, Celestion Model 100, Eminent Technology

LFT-VIII, Hales System One, ICEF RI05/3, Magnepan
MG33, Monitor Audio Studio 15, ProAc Response Two,
PSB Alpha, Shahinian Diapason, Snell Type B Minor.
Sonos Faber Extrema, Sound Lab A-1, Spica SC-30, Vandersteen 2Ce and 3.
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Deletions
Vandersteen 2Ci replaced by new 2Ce, not yet auditioned;
Mirage M-3 replaced by revised version, not yet auditioned; Rogers LS7t discontinued; Mirage M-1, Monitor Audio R300/MD, and Snell Type Q not auditioned
in too long atime to be sure of their current ratings.

SUBWOOFERS &CROSSOVERS
Editor's Note: DO's mini-survey in Vol.12 No.1 indicated that true subwoofers, capable of reproducing the
bottom two bass octaves at realistically high sound levels,
are rare and expensive beasts. In addition, the problems
of integrating one or two subwoofers with high-quality
satellites are major if the integrity of the upper-bass/lowermidrange region is not to be compromised. We strongly
recommend those trying to subwoof on the cheap to
instead look at the possibility of acquiring more expensive
full-range loudspeakers.

A

Kinergetics SW-800 active subwoofer system:
S4995/system (inc. crossover and amplifier)
Twin-tower, 10-driver active subwoofer offering true
20Hz extension and intended to be used with the MartinLogan CLS I
lAs, when it gets aClass A recommendation from JE. Price includes all amplification and aversatile
crossover. (Vol.15 No.3)
Muse Model 18 active subwoofer: $2750
(inc. crossover and amplifier)
Slot-loaded active mono subwoofer extending down to
20Hz with which RH, LG, and CG have obtained great
sound (successfully integrating it with Hales Signatures,
Quad USA Monitors. and Spica Angeluses, respectively).
"A complete lack of plodding slowness," said RH of the
Model 18's ability to present recorded kick drum with
its character intact. RH also noted that it offers a"dynamic
agility" rare in asubwoofer. Part of the reason for the
Model 18's quality is that it is not intended to extend very
high in frequency, thus minimizing its potential for
introducing midrange anomalies. In addition, it can be
customized for the specific satellites with which it is to
be used to give aseamless match. Each "personality card"
to adapt the Model 18's crossover for aspecific loudspeaker
costs $25, and seems to have very little editorial effect on
the sound of the satellites (other than the high-pass function, of course). Price is for oak finish; walnut finish adds
S250. (Vol.14 Nos.7, 8, & 10)
Wilson Audio Puppy 2subwoofer: $5450-$7950
Dedicated passive stereo woofer system for the Wilson
WATT minimonitors. Series 2version of the Puppy features anew high-density composite panel bottom and
dedicated MIT 750-W "Puppy tail." See "Loudspeakers."
(Vol.14 No.6)

Gradient SW-63 woofer S3000Isystem (inc crossover)
Stereo bipolar moving-coil subwoofer system from Finland intended to be used with the Quad USA Monitors.
Adds useful increase in dynamic range and midbass power
handling—"Within the 40-100Hz range Ihad never heard
aQuad system sound so clean, well-defined, and fast."
said LG, though he found that the SW-63 lacks the bottom
octave of ultimate LF extension. Price includes electronic
crossover, but separate stereo amplifier required. (Vol.14
No.10)
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Velodyne ULD-18 active subwoofer: S2750
(inc. crossover, amplifier, and servo electronics)
LG felt this well-finished. servocontrolled subwoofer system to offer the best bass performance he has experienced
overall, extending his Quad USA Monitors' low frequencies to 20Hz even at high levels, and adding aconsiderable
degree of dynamic contrast. LG and PWM would choose
aClass A rating for the ULD-18; DO and others on the
magazine's staff disagree. feeling the Velodyne belongs
in Class Bdue to an overall lack of absolute definition and
apropensity for adding midrange coloration (this perhaps due to the crossover electronics). It's fair to note, however, that DO derives his opinion from auditioning the
Velodyne at hi-fi shows, where the subwoofer would
undoubtedly have been turned up too high. (Vol.12 Na10,
Vol.14 No.10)

Acoustat SPW-1 woofer: $600
An effective dual-mono passive woofer module intended
to extend the bass response of Acoustat's Spectra 2200
electrostatic loudspeaker down to 35Hz. Seamless integration with the panels is hard to achieve, however. (Vol.12
No.10)
Celestion System 6000: 52999/pair -:(inc. crossover)
20Hz bass extension, though not at high levels, with excellent transient performance and dynamic range due to its
using four 12" drive-units. Dipole radiation pattern makes
system optimization aless thankless task than usual (Celestion can supply detailed setup data to System 6000 owners
who send the company adiagram of their room). Though
expensive, not even including the need for aseparate stereo
power amplifier, the System 6000 is worth auditioning
with both the Quad ESL-63 and the Martin-Logan CLS
to endow those systems with bass extension and lowfrequency power handling (though DO and LG feel that
the system's fundamentally excellent performance is compromised by the quality of the line-level controller/equalizer). Note that LG feels the System 6000 to be incapable
of competing with the Velodynes in terms of being able
to reproduce the power of live low frequencies. Separate
stereo amplifier required. (Vol.10 No.2. Vol.12 Nos.
1& 10)
Genesis Technologies Servo 10 active subwoofer: $895
(inc. crossover, amplifier, and servo electronics)
Main limitation of this versatile, servo-controlled, active
subwoofer is that, while it does go very deep, it will overload on maximum-extension settings if pushed very hard.
Excellent value. (Vol.14 No.10)
Infinity Modulus active subwoofer: $1000
(inc. crossover, amplifier, and servo electronics)
Asmall, handsome, well-made, well-thought-out servocontrolled design that offers considerable flexibility in
matching the satellites with which it is used. JA got excellent results with the Monitor Audio Studio Tens, though
he couldn't eradicate aresidual hum that appeared to be
due to the subwoofer controller commoning the grounds
of the two channels. A bargain at the new price. (Vol.13
No.11)
Velodyne ULD-15 active subwoofer: $1895
(inc. crossover, amplifier, and servo electronics)
Asmaller version of the Class A ULD-18, the '15 imposed
more oía signature on the music, thought LG, shrinking his Quads' soundstage and somewhat diminishing
their depth. (Vol.12 No.10)
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AudioControl Richter Scale Series Ill equalizer:
$349 7.:7
Versatile six-band, half-octave, low-frequency equalizer
and analyzer incorporating bass warble-tone generator
and 24dBloctave crossover factory-preset to 90Hz. Slightly
"muffled" in sound quality when compared with the
Threshold PCX, the Richter Scale nevertheless offers the
woofer fan an excellent chance of achieving successful integration between subwoofer(s) and satellites. (Vol.12 No.1)
Kinergetics BSC SW-100 subwoofer: $990/pair
Kinergetics BSC SW-200 subwoofer interface and
stereo bass amplifier: $895
Using apair of 10" drivers per side, the Kinergetics system
achieves true 20Hz extension but at the expense ofa limited
dynamic range. In the right circumstances, however, particularly with Spica TC-50s, it can work very well,
producing afull-range sound that can be intensely musical.
(Vol.12 No.1)
Bryston 10B electronic crossover, Definitive Research
Model 10 & 12 subwoofers.
Deletions
Audio Concepts Saturn subwoofer not auditioned in a
long time.

HEADPHONES &
HEADPHONE ACCESSORIES
A
Grado HP Iheadphones: $595
Beautifully made dynamic headphones with asmooth,
transparent, well-balanced sound. The midrange to treble
transition is seamless compared with the Stax Lambda
Pros, though JA feels the extreme high end lacks air and
the bass to be alittle generous. Highly recommended,
though it must be pointed out that to get the best from
the Grados, you need adedicated headphone amplifier,
such as the Melos tubed unit or Grado's own batterypowered device. (JA got excellent results driving the
Grados with apair of VTL Tiny Triodes!) The otherwise
identical HP 2lacks the absolute polarity switches and
costs $495; the HP 3features alooser parts tolerance and
costs $395. (Vol.14 No.5)
Sum SR-Lambda Signature: $2000
Adiaphragm one-third thinner (Igm) than the Lambda
Pro, and adrive amplifier (SRM-T1) with atube output
stage distinguish what BS termed "the best headphones
around" in his review. As good as the Pros are, the Signatures better them in terms of air and space around instruments, having amore forward midrange and less, if you
can believe it. of a"mechanical" quality. The modest cables
Stax supplies with the SRM amplifiers are dark at the top,
with slightly muddy bass, according to BS. (Vol.11 No.8)
Stax Lambda Pro 3: $IM •er
When used with Suit's SRM-1 Mk.I1 dedicated class-A
solid-state amplifier (Stax's passive interfaces add some
hardness, veiling, and brightness), the Pro 3features a
totally transparent sound with, according to BS, "oodles
of detail." Unlike most 'phones, the listener gets atrue
idea of the surrounding ambience on arecording. Balance is laid-back and bass is abit fat, not quite blending
with the rest of the range, but distortion levels are astonishingly low, and the Pros have aremarkable dynamic-range
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capability. As delivered, the Lambda suffers from uppermidrange suckout, which becomes less bothersome after
some hours' use. The low treble still remains alittle isolated,
however. Very comfortable. (Vol.7 No.5. Vol.10 No.9; see
also headphone reviews in Vol.12 No.4, Vol.14 No.5)

AKG K-1000 headphones: $999
Superb resolution of detail and asense of effortlessness
to the sound of these expensive dynamic headphones.
which have hinged earpieces to allow the soundwaves to
strike the ear pinnae at anatural angle. BS was bothered
by an excessive nasal coloration, but JA found the degree
to which this coloration was present to be very dependent on the angle the headphones made with the side of
the head and the exact relationship between drive-unit
and ear canal. Bass response generous, if alittle underdamped. (Vol.14 Nos3 & 5)
Stax Gamma Professional headphones: $700
The Gamma offers asuperbly clean presentation with airy,
delicate high frequencies and excellent low-frequency
weight when driven by the SRD-7/Pro interface. Connecting the Gamma Pro to aStax direct-drive amplifier
further refines the sound, but it still lacks the pristine detail
and musical focus of the Lambda headsets. (Vol.14 No.3)
Strut Gamma headphones: $400
A slightly thicker diaphragm than the Gamma Pro leads
to adarker, less transparent sound overall. (Vol.14 No3)
Stax SR-34 Professional headphones: $200
A new 4rim diaphragm gives these inexpensive electret
headphones aliquidly transparent midrange without any
trace of grain or dryness, offset by asometimes slightly
hard edge to their sound that BS felt was due to the SRD-4
step-up transformer. (Vol.14 No.3)
Stax ED-1 diffuse-field headphone equalizer $900
Equalizes headphone sound to compensate for the fact
that headphones fire the sound straight into the listener's
ears-see Vol.14 No.5. p.161-whereas in real life the
sound has to negotiate the audio obstacle course represented by the listener's head and outer ear. "The entire
audible spectrum sounds more coherent and seamless,"
quoth BS. GAG disagrees, feeling that the ED-1 adds "a
layer of sonic grundgc to the midrange and an edge to the
treble," as well as reducing the spaciousness of the Grado
HP l's sound. JA also feels the degree of the ED-1's EQ
to be alittle exaggerated, there being adegree of emphasis
in the upper midrange, but adds that the ED-1 "tames
the forward treble of the Stax Lambdas, giving amore
relaxed, more musically natural sound?' Note that the ED1inverts polarity with the EQ switched in. (Vol.12 No.4.
Vol.14 No.5)

Beyerdynamic LYr990 Pro: 5275
Excellent dynamic headphones. with aneutral midband
balance and extended low frequencies. Borderline Class
B performance. (Vol.10 No.9 original version; DT990 Pro,
Vol.14 No.3)
Beyerdynamic IRS-690: $400
A comfortable cordless headphone related to the '990 that
offers "the most agreeably euphonic, most fatigue-free
and plain enjoyable" headphone sound BS has heard. He
did note some roughness with high-level passages having
alot of treble content, however. The rechargeable headset
is available separately for $270. (Vol.14 No.7)
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JVC HA-D990 Digital Reference headphones: $150
These circumaural and closed-backed cans lack the midrange and midbass colorations that afflict so many other
closed-backed headphones and produce asound that is
beautifully clear and transparent. Though brass instruments tend toward brightness, they don't sound hard. Full
but tight bass, along with crisp detailing without being
"etched." (Vol.14 No.8)
Sennheiser HD540 Reference: $199
Slightly less neutral than the Beyer DT990, being more
laid-back with a"wispy:' even bright, high end. The 5279
HD560 has amore musical balance, lacking the '540's
top-octave brightness, notes PV/M:JA is currently working on areview. (Vol.10 No.9)
Sony MDR-CD6: $120 er
A little expensive for the sound quality offered-too much
midbass, sound somewhat unsubtle-but Sony seems to
have flattened out the fat midbass and heavy low end in
their latest production; if anything, the tonal balance is
now awee bit on the light side! The top end is still slightly
dark, but the more neutral low end makes this error less
objectionable. The MDR-CD6's light weight, compactness, comfort, excellent seal and isolation, high sensitivity,
and total lack of "fiddliness" when mounted or removed,
make it BS's first choice for both live recording and "Walkman" listening. (Von() No.9)

D

Koss PRO 75 headphones: 575
"Brass is honky and sometimes takes on afine-grained
rasp; and the upper midrange is occasionally thin, edgy.
and lacking harmonic texture:" said BS, but to his surprise he found that the overall sound of these inexpensive cans was fun to listen to, being clean and free from
listening fatigue. (Vol.14 No.8)
Nakamichi SP-7 headphones: $100
A somewhat bland balance keeps these headphones from
Class C. but as BS noted, the SP-7 is one of those rare
under-5100 headphones that is basically neutral and essentially honest. (Vol.14 No.8)
Sony MDR-V6 headphones: $100
A lighter bass than the MDR-CD6 and "a bit too bright,
and occasionally hard, with some accentuation of tape
hiss and brass brashness," noted BS, but this is offset by
"the sheer clarity and liveliness of the sound" (Vol.14 No.8)
Sony MDR-S101 Mk.II: $30
A light balance with alively, open sound, but free from
coloration and distortion. A bargain! Mk.I1 version features gold-plated connectors. (Von() No.9)
Sennheiser HD560, Melos SHA Iheadphone amplifier.
Deletions
Beyerdynamic DT320 Mk.II and DT'990, Sony MDRCD999 and Sony MDR-E484 discontinued; Stax SR5NB not auditioned in along time.

FM TUNERS
Editor's Note: LG recommends that those interested in
purchasing agood FM tuner read JGH's and DAS's discussion on reviewing and measuring FM tuners in Vol.7
No.7, pp.54-57. (See the advertisement elsewhere in this
issue for information on ordering back issues of Sterrophile)
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A
Day-Sequerra FM Reference: $4800
Using aclosed-circuit comparison setup where the sound
from CD could be compared with its sound via the tuner
under test. LG found this superbly made tuner to be the
most neutral he has heard, offering amusically satisfying
sound with ahighly defined bass response and a"total
absence of white FM haze." RF performance was also
excellent, the FM Reference pulling in more FM stations
with acceptable or better sound quality than any other
tuner he had tried. His verdict? "Redefines the state of the
art in FM tuners." The S12,800 FM Reference Panalyzer
is identical apart from adding an FM spectrum analyzer.
(Vol.14 No.12)
Magnum Dynalab Etude: $1295
Based on the well-established FT-10IA, the Etude features amachined faceplate, WBT output jacks, audiophilequality passive components, and two extra hours of component selection, matching, and testing during its manufacture. The result is atuner that sounds only slightly
noisier than the extraordinarily expensive Day Sequerra
Broadcast Monitor with the same antenna and station,
and features adistortion-free midrange with strong dynamic contrasts. "The sound was wonderfully free of hash,
distortion, grit, and glaze said LG, though he feels that
it is now borderline Class Adue to the Day Sequem FM
Reference setting anew standard, particularly regarding
bass reproduction and sensitivity. His overall conclusion?
That the Etude nevertheless "represents one of the better
balances of price and performance you can find in FM
tuners today:' (Vol.13 No.8)
Magnum Dynalab FT-101A: $815 *
An analog tuner, the Fr—icil Ais superb from an RF standpoint, particularly in quieting and sensitivity. Selectivity
is bettered only by the Onkyo, Denon TU-800, and Citation 23, but the '101A consistently sounds superior on
most stations. Examination of three different samples confirmed good quality control as of February 1988. Latest
version has instant-on feature, defeatable stereo blend,
and new board. (Vol.8 No.4, Vol.10 No3, Vol.13 No.10)
Onix BWD1: $1200 *
Minimalist design with separate power supply, but asound
"transparent to the music source with good soundstaging. Will give excellent sound with classical stations broadcasting aclean, uncompressed signal. Among the bestsounding tuners, but not among the best at snatching signals from the ether. (Vol.10 No.8)
Onkyo T-9090 II: $750 *
This Mk.II version of an old favorite is an excellent-sounding
tuner in its Wide mode, offering very low noise and superb
stereo separation, though switching to Narrow or SuperNarrow noticeably degrades audio quality. Bass response
is quick and dynamic. RF performance is excellent, though
not as good as the Luxrnan T-117 in fringe reception areas.
Very similar Grand Integra T-G10 version ($850) offers
automatic antenna A/B switching. (Vol.11 No.5)
Proton AT-670: $400
"Exceptionally smooth" sound on FM, with anatural
tonal quality and awide soundstage, thought DAS, especially with weaker FM stations. Lacks ultimate selectivity
and AM section has poor sensitivity. Features Schotz noise
reduction. (Vol.13 No.7)
Quad FM4: $849 *
Good-quality construction, though only eight presets.
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Very sensitive, with flawless audio if properly aligned. Lacks
high adjacent-channel selectivity, switchable IF bandwidth, and mono/stereo switch. LG is currently working
on a"Follow-Up" review; his preliminary auditioning
suggests Class B is an appropriate rating. (Vol.8 No.4)

HarmaniKardon Citation 23: $699 tr
Excellent selectivity—"it can separate closely spaced stations where others fail"—but sensitivity rather on the low
side. Excellent AM section, FM fine-tuning, topnotch
sound. (Vol.10 No.8)
Magnum Dynalab FT-11 FM tuner: S495
Borderline Class Btuner, according to DAS in his review,
that lacks transparency when compared, for example, with
the more expensive FT-I01. This is perhaps due to its having asingle, narrow IF bandwidth. Has good selectivity
and avery effective high-blend circuit for receiving weak
stations in acceptable stereo. (Vol.12 No.10)
Mission Cyrus: $649
"An accomplished performer on FM" due to its signalsnatching dexterity, said DAS of this remote-control tuner
(though he was less impressed by its AM section). It may
not offer the ultimate in FM sound quality, but it does
offer acceptable quality on weak stations that other tuners
would miss altogether. Borderline Class Bperformance,
overall. (Vol.13 No.10)
Onkyo T-4700: $450
Superb "signal-sniffing ability," noted DAS, which, combined with excellent adjacent-channel selectivity, leads
to a"tuner that will miss few. .. signals delivered to its
antenna jacks." Sound quality not quite up to the standard set by the other two Onkyo tuners recommended
in this listing, however. (Vol.13 No.5)
Soundstrearn T-I: $595
Residual RF noise at some frequencies limits this
American-made tuner's ultimate sensitivity, but overall RF performance makes the T-1 agood choice for those
in weak signal areas. A good, long-term buy, thought
DAS. (Vol.14 No.11)

D
Adcom GTP-400: $400
Excellent budget-priced preamplifier, with integral FM/
AM tuner offering good sensitivity but only reasonable
selectivity. (Vol.12 No.9)
Arcam Alpha 2: $399
Warm tonal balance, excellent stereo separation, but only
average RF performance. (Vol.12 No.7)
AudioSource TNR One: $229
A basic, no-frills tuner that DAS felt to offer abasically
good sound for its price in areas where FM signal strength
is moderate to high. (Vol.14 No3)
Bogen TP-100A: $270 er
Very clean sound, good stereo. Small size, good looks
make it agood choice where space is at apremium. Usable
only for medium-strength signals. Sensitive AM. (Vol.9
No.3, see also Magnum review in Vol.12 No.10)
Hafler Iris: $450
Remote-control FM tuner that connects to the matching Iris preamplifier via aribbon-cable link and can be
controlled by the preamp remote. Circuitry has much in
common with the now-discontinued DH-330's, offering
audio with exceptionally low distortion and aslightly dry
balance. Tuning is clumsy, however, requiring two buttons
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while DAS was also disturbed by the fact that it tunes in
50kHz intervals. RF performance is only average, with
limited selectivity and poor immunity to SCA and FMX
spuriae. (Vol.13 No.2)
Naim NAT-01, Meridian 204, Grundig T-9000.
Deletions
Luxman T-117, ICenwood L1000-T, Revox B-260-S discontinued.

FM ANTENNAE
AudioPrism 8500: $450
63"-tall, remote-controllable, vertical phased-array passive
FM antenna for indoor use offering amore directional
pickup than the less-expensive 7500. (Also offers an omnidirectional pattern.) Will prove optimal for those who
desire to receive relatively weak stations that compete with
stronger stations on similar frequencies that are broadcast
from other directions. (Vol.14 No.6)
AudioPrism 7500: $190
Low-VSWR (Voltage Standing Wave Ratio), vertically
polarized, omnidirectional indoor passive design that,
like the Day-Sequerra, will prove optimal in urban highsignal-strength areas. 89.5" height. (Vol.12 No.5)
AudioPrism 6500: $90
(wood cabinet)
If you don't have the room for an external antenna, then
the diminutive 6500 could be agood substitute, offering good reception except for DX-ing purposes. A lot
more effective than the small, active, omnidirectional
antennae offered by some companies, thought BS. Vinylcovered version costs $60. (Vol.13 No.9)
BP FM-9700: $40 *
Excellent directional active indoor antenna offers 6dB
improvement over conventional T-shaped dipole. (Vol.11
No.10)
Day-Sequerra FM Urban: $285
Low-VSWR, omnidirectional, vertically polarized, 5'-high
indoor passive design optimized for metropolitan reception in areas of high signal strength. (Vol.12 No.7)
Magnum Dynalab 205 FM Booster: $279 *
Excellent RF amplifier to optimize selectivity and reception
in areas of poor signal strength. (Von() No.6)

audiophile-quality. S1000 equalizer." PWM also disagrees,
on the grounds that "the true spirit of high fidelity" could
mean either "recreating alifelike illusion of music, by
whatever means necessary, or literal reproduction of what
is on the disc—no matter how falsely equalized, compressed, or colored that signal may be." He goes on to say
that "with the best recordings, these goals may coincide,
but not as ageneral rule. Case in point: Apogee speakers
are inaccurate reproducers, but their fat bass and rolled-off
top are partly responsible for their ability to recreate the
sound you hear at aconcert. Without the aid of equalizers
or other modifiers of tonal balance, how can the radically
different-sounding Apogee Diva and Acoustic Energy
AEI both be called 'high-fidelity' reproducers? If either
is regarded as plausibly accurate, the other will need radical
help from an equalizer to sound OK." OK?

A
Packburn 323A noise-reduction device: $2650 *
Quite expensive, and frankly intended for professional
(archival) use, the Packburn is the best such device made.
felt JGH. It can remove the maximum of surface noise—
ticks, pops, and hiss—from shellac or vinyl discs with a
minimum of signal degradation. (Vol.5 No.8)

Cary Audio Design CAD-5500 analog CD processor: $1295
Though advertised on the grounds that its "Reverse Phases
Canceling" circuitry eliminates RH hash from aCD
player's output signal, we could only find agentle ultrasonic rolloff identical to that offered by aconventional
low-pass filter. More important, the CAD-5500 is actually
an equalizer: it rolls off the highs, adds asmall degree of
bass boost, and gently compresses signal dynamics. Its
high output impedance will also roll off the highs with
very long or capacitive interconnects.' DO feels, however, that it is an essential purchase for those like him who
dislike the bright, hard sound typical of CD. CG strongly
disagrees with any recommendation. Note that both sets
of line inputs are processed, not just the one marked "CD:'
Optional Penny & Giles volume control pot adds $255;
version without preamp section costs $995. (Vol.13 No.11)
Cello Audio Palette.
Deletions
Accuphasc G-18 graphic equalizer no longer available in
the US.

Day-Sequerra Signal Probe Outdoor Antenna.

SIGNAL PROCESSORS
Editor's Note: JA feels that to continue to recommend
dynamic-rang, expanders, compressors, aural exciters,
equalizers, ambience extractors, etc., is not in the true spirit
of high fidelity, where the reproduction should be true
to what the engineer and producer intended. The only
processors he would recommend are those which can
prove useful in rendering acceptable the playback ofhistorical material. JGH, however, disagrees forcefully, feeling that equalizers, in particular, should be given highend respectability for the correction of program deficiencies in the almost ubiquitous absence of tilt controls; as
does BS, who states, "What this country needs is an
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DOLBY STEREO SURROUNDSOUND DECODERS
Editor's Note: Although BS argued cogently against the
use of aDialog-channel center speaker in his Dolby
decoder reviews, it must be pointed out that when several
listeners are involved, as will often be the case with movies,
acenter speaker will be essential if those well off the central
axis are to receive asound localized at the screen position.

A

Shure HTS-5300 Dolby surround-sound processor
$999
1CG notes that if you just want to roll off the highs, solder
a10k, V.Ar/ resistor (Holco or Resista) in series with the signal
at the player end of your cable, inside the RCA plug.
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Full logic action and remote control. Individual trim-pot
level controls are provided for all six outputs, but can only
be accessed from underneath. Only processor "to preserve the width, depth, and spaciousness of the soundfield," said BS, with aclear and open sound quality and
stable, crosstalk-free decoding action. (Vol.12 Nos.8 & 11)

Lexicon CP-1 surround-sound processor: $1495
Uniquely, Dolby Pro-Logic decoding is performed in
the digital domain, making what is basically an ambience
synthesizer also an excellent buy for home video surroundsound use. Doesn't quite reach Class A for Dolby sound,
arather brash, "transistory" coloration being noticeable.
Unique in being able to correct for tape-azimuth errors.
(Vol.12 Nos.1 & 8)
Lexicon CP-2 surround-sound processor: $995
Less well-featured version of the CP-1 that keeps the alldigital processing of the Dolby surround information and
the auto-balancing circuit. (Vol.12 No.12)
AudioSource SS-Three/II surround-sound processor:
$399
"A heck of abargain!" says DAS of this versatile processor
incorporating Dolby's Pro-Logic chip, subwoofer crossover, and a30Wpc stereo amplifier to drive the front-center
or rear channels. "A slight darkening... but above-average
sound quality," said BS. (Vol.15 No.1)

SURROUND- SOUND
SYNTHESIZERS
A
JVC XPA-1010TN digital acoustics processor: $1200
Differs from other synthesizers in how it distinguishes
between the ways in which wide and narrow soundsources
excite the reverberant field, the result being an enhanced
sense of realism to the synthetic space being produced
compared, for example, with the Lexicon CP-I. The JVC
is "unmatched," said BS, in its ability to give the listener
"exactly the kind of ambience" he or she wants, perhaps
due to the fact that its synthesis action doesn't duplicate
the early reflections already present on all but anechoic
recordings. Its artificial ambience thus seems to fit much
better with that on the record, thought BS (Actual model
reviewed was the XP-A1000BK, identical apart from
being finished in black rather than "titanium.") (Vol.12
No.12)

Lexicon CP-1 digital audio environment processor:
$1495 *
Until the JVC came along, the CP-1 was the Ixst-sounding
hall simulator BS had heard, but with only three room
models. Versatile choice of rev,..1...tation parameters, however, although less flexible overall than the now-discontinued
Yamaha DSP-3000. Includes areasonable Dolby surround
decoder which can cope with video tape-azimuth problems. (Vol.12 Nos.1 8t 8)

A
Brüel & Kjaer 4006: $1660
Omnidirectional, phantom-powered,
capacitor microphone with high dynamic range, extended bass response,
and abasically flat response marred only by asmall peak
in the top audio octave and arather depressed lower treble.
Acalibrated sample is used by Stereophile to measure loudspeaker responses. (NR, but see "Follow-Up" in Vol.14
No.10 and audition track 5, index 7on the Stereophtle
Test CD.)
EAR 824M stereo mike preamplifier: $3150
Extremely neutral, very quiet, all-tube, balanced preamp
from Tim de Paravicini, with switchable level controls
and 48V phantom mike power. Used by Water Lily Acoustics and also to make Stereophile's first two commercial
recordings We also use it to make all our loudspeaker measurements in conjunction with aBrüel & Kjaer 4006
omnidirectional microphone. (NR)
Manley Reference A/D Converter: $7000
After using this solid-state, UltraAnalog-based twochannel converter to master Stereophile's Intermezzo and
second Test CDs, JA felt it to be one of the best-sounding
around. One of the winners in the October 1991 AES
Sound-Off. Offers DC trim controls, balanced and unbalanced analog inputs, and AES/EBU and S/PDIF data outputs. Analog peak meters with "0" set to -12dBFS are
an anachronism, however, you're better off using the LED
or LCD peak meters on the DAT recorder (or whatever
you use to store the data) to avoid running out ofbits. (NR)
Nakamichi 1000 R-DAT recorder: $11,900
Easily the most expensive R-DAT machine around, this
two-box Nakamichi lives up to its Model 1000 analog
cassette predecessor in being one of the finest digital recording systems available to the amateur recordist. Records
digitally at 44.1kHz and 32kHz and from analog at 48kHz.
Superb, quiet tape transport, unique fast-spooling mode,
and exceptional ergonomics make it ajoy to use. Treated
as aD/A processor, the sound was not up to such Class
A contenders as the Theta DS Pre, being less transparent. The Nakamichi 1000 was used to master the Stereophile Test CD, though its A/D section does not now match
the transport in overall quality, being exceeded by the
Manley and Pygmy ADCs. (Vol.12 No.11)

AKG C414B/ULS: $1199
A popular, large-diaphragm condenser mike, the 414's
extended bass and flat frequency response make it ideal
for avariety of applications. Switchable polar patterns,

HOME RECORDING
EQUIPMENT
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Editor's Note: With the exception of the Fostex, none
of the microphones listed below has been formally
reviewed. However, RH has had extensive experience with
many professional models and has compiled most of the
thumbnail sketches of the sonic signature of each. Other
professional models to look out for on the secondhand
market are cardioids from Sony (C37P & C500), Milab,
and Calrec (AMS), figure-eight ribbons from B&O and
Coles, omnis from Schoeps and B&K, and PZM mikes
from Crown (though it is very easy to get arather colored midband with the PZMs). The Shure C8I cardioid
is also reported to have quite aflat response. Anyone about
to undertake serious recording should ignore all "amateur"
microphones: as arule of thumb, you should spend as
much, or more, on agood pair of mikes as you do on your
recorder.
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variable pad, and selectable LF rolloff add to its versatility. Transformerless 11 version costs SI399. (NR, but
audition track 5, index 11 on the Sterrophile Test CD.)
AKG The Tube: $2599
One of the few currently produced tube microphones.
Smooth, open, and uncolored, The Tube captures detail
without solid-state stridency. (NR)
AMS SoundField Mk.V: $5850
Having used both Mk.III and Mk.IV versions, JA feels
that the highly praised, variable pickup pattern of this stereo/Ambisonic mike is let down by an overall "greyness"
and lack of midrange detail, coupled with aslightly hard
lower treble Nevertheless, it's excellent at capturing atrue
stereo image with width and depth. Price includes 20m
of dedicated multi-conductor cable; 100m of cable on a
reel adds $450 to price. (NR. but audition track 10 on the
Stereophile Test CD.)
EAR "The Mic": $4000
Using asingle 6DJ8 tube and afist-sized output transformer, this very expensive rectangular-capsule (sourced
from Milab), switchable-pattern—omni, cardioid. figureeight—mike is somewhat shut-in in the highs and noisier
than average, but has extended low frequencies and amidrange that is extremely true to the original sounds. "No
trace of edge or glare?' says RI-l. Borderline Class A. (NR,
but audition track 5, index 19, and tracks 11-18 on the
Stereophile Test CD.)
Neumann U-87A: $2475
A perennial mike favorite among recording engineers.
Wide, flat response gives it asimilar sound to the 414. but
with more "reach" in live, stereo miking applications. Used
extensively on vocals. (NR, but audition track 5, index
12 on the Stereophile Test CD.)
Panasonic Pro 3700 R-DAT recorder: $1599
One of the best-sounding DAT decks on the market,
according to PWM, with MASH oversampling encoders
and pretty good analog circuitry. Offers better sound with
redesigned filters, easier head cleaning. a
jog/shuttle control
knob, more flexible controls, and alower price tag than
its predecessor, the 3500.1n/outputs are all balanced XLR.
A consumer version, the $1000 Technics DA-10, combines many of the same features with RCA and optical
connectors. (NR)
Tandberg TD20A SE Open-Reel Tape Recorder Yr
The best buy in an open-reel deck, this now-discontinued
model offered professional-caliber performance at arelatively modest price (41695). Better sound than many
professional decks, but ergonomics less good than the stillcurrent Revox B77 Ill or PRO-99. (Vol.7 No.7)
Telefunken ELAM251
Classic tube mike with asweet, warm sound. No longer
made, but available in the used market at many times its
original price. Smoother HF than the 414 or U-87. (NR,
but audition track 5, index 16 on the Stereophile Test CD.)

AKG C451EB/CK1: $529
AKG C460B/ULSICK61: $599
Two small-diaphragm condenser mikes with removable
cardioid capsules (omnidirectional, hypercardioid, vocal.
and shotgun capsules are also available). Sound is very
detailed, but the C451/CKI's tonal balance leans toward
the thin and bright, and it has significant off-axis peakiness,
making it aless-than-optimal choice for realistic twomike stereo. Good on drums, however. Same diaphragm
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as CK Iused in C34 stereo mike, which has similarly
bright balance. Omnidirectional CK2 capsule is somewhat
colored, but a20Hz resonance provides an attractive
emphasis for pedal fundamentals. Newer C460/CK6I said
to be much improved. (NR)
Crown SASS-P microphone system: $899
This is astereo pair of orrini PZM microphones in aheadsized foam block that produces ORTF-like natural stereo
imaging. Extended bass response, unlike most directional
mikes. Weighs only 1lb, making it very easy to hang from
cables or mount on atall stand. "One SASS-P unit, one
stand, and aPanasonic Pro 255 DAT make acomplete but
amazingly portable recording system with very satisfying
performance?' reports PW M. (NR)
1Fostex M22RP/S M-S microphone: $1095 Yz
Integrated ribbon M-S stereo microphone. While not quite
as open at the top as the best capacitor mikes, and possessing alightweight bass, the M22RPIS captures the original soundfield extremely accurately. Snipped-down version, the M2ORP, costs S700. (Vail No.3)
Panasonic Pro 255 portable R-DAT recorder $2700
Very good sound, with MASH AID and D/A encoders.
Less flexible, hence lower rating, and lacks digital inputs.
Amazingly tiny for what it does—far and away the bestsounding recorder small enough to carry in acoat pocket.
Built-in mike preamp, while not the ultimate, is good
enough for serious use. (NR)
Revox B-215-S cassette deck: $2900
Automatic bias adjustment, superb transport. According to JGH. "A superb cassette recorder, for the person
who wants and is willing to pay for the best quality cassettes have to offer." AHC emphatically disagrees. The
latest Nakamichis, with their automatic play-azimuth
adjust, probably get aslight bit more off prerecorded tapes.
Less expensive B-215 (42600) cosmetically different but
otherwise identical in performance. (Vol.8 No.7)
Sony TC-D5M: $462
This decade-old portable will handle metal-particle tape
but only offers Dolby-B noise reduction. It is probably
still the best location cassette recorder available short of
an R-DAT. (NR)

D
Sony WM-D6C Pro Walkman cassette deck: $247 Y.?.
A pocketable stereo recording system of surprising quality
and versatility. AG feels that to spend more on acassette
deck would be awaste of money. Less expensive WMD3 ($167) half the size but keeps most of the quality.
Higher wow & flutter, however. (Vol.7 No.6, Vol.10 No.6)
Any cheap Dolby-C cassette deck
Buy the cheapest with the longest manufacturer's warranty: don't expect to get high-end sound quality from
it; use it to makes tapes for your car or Walkman until it
breaks: throw it away; buy another one, advises ST in
Vol.10 No.9.

Pygmy AD1 AID converter, ASM 250 SoundField microphone, Manley microphones, Arcam Delta 100 Dolby-S
cassette deck, Aiwa HD-SI portable DAT recorder, JVC
XD-Z1010TN DAT deck.
Deletions
JVC TDV711BK and TEAC V-970X cassette decks no
longer available.
RECOMMENDED COMPONENTS, APRIL
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ACCESSORIES
Adcom ACE-515 AC Enhancer: $180 *
Effective AC power-line filter with RF and spike suppression. five accessory outlets (300W capability), and
two heavy-duty outlets (1500W). Does not seem to limit
current demands of power amplifiers. (Vol.11 No.4)
Allsop Reference Band: 514.95/dozen
Sumiko Reference Band: S17.95/dozen
Molded, non-adhesive Navcom band that fits around the
periphery of aCD to produce the same aural benefit as
CD Stoplight, including an increase in the amount of
reproduced reverberation and improved bass quality.
(Vol.14 No.11; see also Sam Tellig's column in Vol.13 No.9)
Arcici Quad speaker stands: $250/pair
Available in versions for both the ESL-63 and the original
Quads, these elegant stands enable the speakers to perform
as God and Peter Walker intended. Clamps them in arigid
embrace, raising the panels the optimum height off the
ground. Now includes Super Spikes. (Vol.10 No.1)
Arcici Lead Balloon Ilinuable Stand: $350
The opposite approach to that of the Sound Organisanon table, with lead bars on top of the structure providing
sufficient internally damped mass that nothing short of
an earthquake will disturb the tranquility of the groove/
stylus interface. Supports may be filled with user's choice
of material-sand. lead shot, or some combination. Shelves
may be added to latest version, though rear pillar restricts
their utility. Price includes three Super Spikes; amatching
light is available for $30. (Vol.14 No.11)
Arcici Superstructure Iet II: from $167.50
Basic price includes one shelf. Versatile, well-made, metal
equipment rack system. Our experience from two samples
of the Il indicates that the shelves can be alittle undersized, however. (Vol.14 No.11)
ASC Tiabe limps: $172 to $560 depending on size and
style
Relatively inexpensive but remarkably effective roomacoustics treatment. Tube Traps soak up low-to-high bass
standing-wave resonances like sponges. The $264 Studio
Trap provides easily tuneable upper-bass absorption that
JE found to be aboon with the Martin-Logan CLS IlAs.
(Vol.9 No.3, original Traps; Vol.15 No.2. Studio Traps)
AudioControl Industrial SA-3050A Analyzer:
S995
Portable (battery-powered) and inexpensive 1/
3-octave
analyzer with pink-noise source, ANSI Class II filters,
accurate calibrated microphone, and six non-volatile memories. Parallel port can be used with any Centronicscompatible printer to print out real-time response. (Vol.11
No.6, Vol.12 No.3)

Audio Power Industries Power Wedge Model 1AC
Line Conditioner: $499
Featuring RF filtering, three isolation transformers with
dual secondaries feeding six AC outlets, and MOVs to
absorb voltage spikes on the AC line, the Model 1also
offers four filtered outlets to plug your power amplifier(s)
into. Highly recommended. (Vol.14 No.11)
AudioPrism Iso-Bearings: $35/three
Squishy, non-reactive polymer balls with plastic cups are
recommended by CG for effective acoustic isolation. (NR)
AudioPrism CD Stoplight: $14.95
Green water-based acrylic paint for coating the edges of
CDs. The green color-it absorbs the laser's infrared
wavelength-is presumably significant, but at present we
have no idea why this tweak should so improve the sound
of CDs. That it does so, however, seems to be beyond
doubt to anyone with ears to hear (though no one single product has raised greater guffaws from the mainstream press). "This stuff works!" report JE. PvW, and
JA, who feels that it increases soundstage definition,
improves the solidity of bass reproduction. and usefully
lowers the level of treble grain so typical of CD sound.
PvW and MC report that awater-based poster pen, the
Uniposca from Mitsubishi, has avery similar effect. MC
also notes that the CD should first be destatidzed and its
edges degreased before the green paint is applied. (Vol.
14 No.11; see also DO's and Ti N's WCES reports in
Vol.13 No.3 and Srs and RH's articles on CD tweaks in
Vol.13 No.5)
AudioQuest DM-1000 cartridge demagnetizer: $89
(NR, but the similar and more expensive Sunúko FluxBuster was reviewed in Vol.9 No.4, Vol.10 No.5, Vol.12
No.4)
AudioQuest Laserguide: $17
"If you're into glossing up your CDs, this is the best stuff
I've come across," says CG. (With all CD treatments, take
care not to scratch the playing surface.) (NR)
AudioQuest Sorbothane Feet
One of the best means of isolating components from
vibration. A set of four big feet costs S50. four CD feet
$30. (NR)
CALSOD loudspeaker system optimization program: $65 (5i/4" disk), $67.50 (Ph" disk)
DO's favorite loudspeaker crossover optimization program. User enters measured drive-unit response, impedance and sensitivity and target response; program designs
appropriate crossover filter networks. Available from Old
Colony Software, P.O. Box 243, Peterborough. NH
03458-0243. Tel: (603) 924-6372/6526. Fax: (603) 9249467. (Vol.13 No.11)
CD Saver er
Eliminates scratches from CDs and LaserVision discs, rendering the unplayable playable. (Vol.10 No.8, Vol.11 No.8,
Vol.14 No.11; see also Vol.13 No.9, p.11)

Audio Express NoiseTrapper Plus AC Line Conditioner: $379
Audio Express NoiseTrapper 2000 AC Line Conditioner: $1099
Available by mail order from Audio Express, these units
effectively filter RF from the AC line and feature 500VA
(Plus) and 2kVA (2000) isolation transformers. Less expensive NoiseTrapper costs $299; was felt by RH to offer an
improvement over his raw AC outlets. (Vol.14 No.11)

DB Systems DBP-10 Protractor: $30
Fiddly but accurate guide for setting cartridge tangency.
JA's and JGH's preferred alignment protractor. (NR)

Audio Express NoiseTeapper Power Strip: $150
AC outlet extender, offering eight hospital-grade Leviton
outlets, that CG can't recommend highly enough. (Vol.14
No.11)

Discwasher CD1.2CD Laser Lens Cleaner: $21.95
PvW found this CD fitted with six tiny brushes in aspiral
to be efrective at improving the sound of his 18-month-old
Maranta CD-80. (Vol.14 No.11)
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Cramolin Contact Conditioner: $30 .0.
The right stuff for cleaning up dirty and/or oxidized plugs
and contacts. (Von() No.6)
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Finyl CD treatment: $14.95 (treats 100 CDs)
This surface treatment made CDs sound more "open,
direct, and dynamic," determined PvW. A larger bottle
($29.95) treats 200 CDs. (With all CD treatments, take
care not to scratch the playing surface.) (Vol.14 No.11)
German Acoustics Tone Cones: $11 each
These effective brass-colored steel cones have removable
tips. (NR)
LAST StyLast Stylus Ileatment: S19.95/ 1
4 oz
/
bottle *
StyLast won't make adifkrence every time you put it on,
but it will help provide smoother high-end sound, and
is claimed to extend stylus and cantilever life. (NR)
LEAP 4.1 loudspeaker design program: $2994895
Highly recommended by DO and much used by professional designers, LEAP imports raw drive-unit data (it
accepts Audio Precision and MLSSA files) and optimizes
aspeaker system's crossover network to meet the user's
target specifications, either on- or off-axis. (It will also
average responses to give aspeaker's power response) The
filly loaded LEAP 4.1, which includes aSPICE-type passive network analyzer and an Active Filter Library, costs
$895; abasic version, to which modular upgrades can be
made, costs $299. Available from Audio Teknology Inc.,
7556 SW Bridgeport Road, Portland, OR 97224. Tel: (503)
624-0405. Fax (503) 624-0194. (Vol.13 No.11)
The Listening Room: $34.95
Inexpensive but excellent computer program for PCs from
Sitting Duck Software, P.O. Box 130, Veneta, OR 97487,
Tel: (503) 935-3982, that allows an audiophile to move
simulated loudspeakers and simulated listening seat around
asimulation of his or her room (in three dimensions) in
order to find the position giving optimum performance
below 200Hz or so. The suggestions made by I> in his
review have been incorporated in the latest version, which
can also store different setups as separate files. Upgrades
are available for $5 inc. postage. (Vol.13 No.12)
Meitner Translinks: 5325/pair *
Signal transformers with a11 ratio, these isolate the preamp ground from that of the power amplifier. In the context of the Meitner preamp/power amp combination, these
seem to improve low-level dynamic performance. Must
be driven by asource impedance of 100 ohms or less.
(Vol.11 No.6)
Merrill Stable 'able Atlas II turntable stand: $1097
Exceptionally stable support but too massive for sprung
floors unless some means-jacks, for example-is found
to support the floorboards. An appropriate amount of
lead shot will cost around $100. (Vol.12 No.10)
Mondial MAGIC video ground isolator: $69.95
Provides effective antenna isolation for those with hum
problems in their video system. (Vol.15 No.2)
Monster Cable Footers: $30-$100
Effective Navcom isolation feet.
Nestorovic Labs Moving-Coil Cartridge Network:
$300
Passive network intended to optimally load an MC cartridge. An "Audiophile" version is available for an extra
5250. (Vol.13 No.9)
Perfectionist Audio Components IDOS AC Line
Conditioner: $150
ST raved about the effect of this patented AC line RF filter
on the sound of his Audio Alchemy DDE. Somewhat
system-dependent effect, noted CG, however, who
recommends trying before buying, seeing if the sound
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gets worse when the IDOS is removed. Otherwise similar
IDOS II ($200) offers three "digital" and six "analog"
outlets. (Vol.14 Nos.10 & 11)
Perfectionist Audio Components DIF Digital Interference Filter: $250
Small RCA-equipped bcoc that accepts aCD player's analog outputs and feeds the preamp with RF-filtered and
ground-isolated signals. Makes the sound smoother, more
listenable, said ST, CG also liked the DIF's effects. (Vol.14
Nos.10 & II)
Roorriihne AmpClamp: $149
Holds your amplifier in an iron embrace to reduce the level
of chassis vibration, to the audible benefit of the sound,
found GL. May restrict cooling of tube amps, however.
(Vol.15 No.3)
RoomTunes: 5229/pair (S239/pair in black)
RoomTune CornerTunes: 579/set of four
RoomTune EchoTunes: S39.50/pair
Idiosyncratic and effective "less-is-more" acoustic treatment for your listening room. GL was much impressed,
though others point out that care should be taken not to
overdo things. The "Basic" room treatment set of 3RoomTunes, 4CornerTunes. and 2EchoTunes costs $462; the
Deluxe room treatment set costs $845. (Vol.15 No3)
RPG Diffusors 8/ Abffusors *
Effective method of adding diffusive surfaces to alistening
room, these remarkably effective panels join Sonex foam,
RoomTunes, and Tube Traps in helping to tame the sofar untamable: room acoustics. RPG Diffusor Systems
Inc. offers acomplete room-treatment system, called the
"RPG Home Concert Hall," available in almost any finish
and size to enable audiophiles to get optimum performance
from all types of loudspeakers. (Vol.11 No.4; see also TJN's
article on listening rooms in Vol.14 No.10.)
Signet SK-302 Contact Cleaner Kit: $25 Y
-r
Contains abrasive plastic tools for effective inner cleaning
of phono plugs and sockets in combination with Cramolin
or Kontakt. (Care must be taken not to twist the cleaner
and break the RCA socket's internal center connection.)
The RCA phono plug and socket cleaners alone. cost $10.
(Vol.10 No.6)
Sound Organisation lbmtable Stand: $235 *
The mandatory ancillary to the Linn turntable, though
its low height may prove bothersome in alistening room
that has to be shared with cats and children. (A taller version is now available.) (NR)
Sumiko Analog Survival Kit: $50
"On agood 'table, makes kilobuck digital processors cry
in their EPROMs!" was CG's verdict of this set of turntable and arm tweaks consisting of apaper-thin mat
and ahigh-tension plastic strip to damp tonearm resonances. (NR)
Sumiko Fluxbuster: $180 *
Excellent cartridge demagnetizer, though more expensive
than new AudioQuest model. Be sure to remove the stylus
assembly when using any of these devices to demagnetize
amoving-magnet cartridge. (Vol.9 No.4, Vol.10 No.5,
Vol.12 No.4)
Sumiko Kontakt: $50
Far and away the best contact cleaner CG has used. "The
gains in transparency and purity are startling," gusheth
he. (NR)
Sumiko Navcom Silencers: 570/four
Robert Deutsch finds these damping feet to provide
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superior isolation to Mission's lsoplat. (NR)
Sumiko Tweek Contact Cleaner: $19
This contact enhancer for use on plugs and terminals actually does improve the cleanness and resolution of the sound
oían already excellent system. Keeps freshly made contacts
fresh by excluding air. (Vol. 10 No.6)
Target TT series equipment racks: $150-$300
Finished in basic black, these useful but inexpensive racks
feature rigid, welded rectangular-steel-tube construction, price dependent on height and number of shelves.
Spiked feet supplied, with top shelf resting on upturned.
adjustable spikes to optimize it for turntable use. Target's
wall-mounting turntable shelf is possibly the best way
of siting your turntable out of harm's way, feels JA. (NR)
TDK NF-009 Digital Noise Absorber: $14.95/pair
ST found these ferrite rings to improve the sound from
CD when clamped over the interconnects between player
and preamp. He also found that one improved the sound
-less grit-when clamped over the data lead between
transpon and processor. In the first instance, the improvement was presumably due to RF noise being blocked that
would otherwise upset the preamp, while in the second.
both the reduction in RF noise and the normalizing effect
on pulse rise- and fall-times, due to the ring's self-inductance, would reduce datastream jitter. (Vol.14 No.1)
Tice Power Block/Titan Series II: $1350/$1100
Superb if expensive AC conditioning system. Series II
models differ from the original in having aTPT-treated
AC cord (!) and specially designed capacitors. Updates
cost $300 (Power Block) and $125 (Than), including return
shipping in original packing. The new expanded-scale
voltmeter for the Power Block costs $85. (Vol.13 No.4)
Tiptoes: $11.50 each *
The Mod Squad's greatest invention. The least expensive way of improving the bass and midrange definition
of virtually any loudspeaker.
Univocal Isopods: $55/box of three
"Good pods these," writes ST "Won't scratch furniture."
(Vol.14 No.10)
Watkins Echo-Muffs: $149/pair
Effective means of reducing amplitude above 200Hz of
early reflections of loudspeaker from nearby surfaces, thus
improving imaging. Whether or not the aesthetics will
be domestically acceptable will be up to personal taste.
(Factory-direct only.) (Vol.10 No.4)
WBT RCA plugs: $40/pair
The best, although original steel locking collett, now
replaced by brass, gave rise to neurosis. (NR, but see
"Industry Update," Vol.12 No.9)
XOPT loudspeaker crossover optimization program
$199
Similar in concept to the CALSOD program. XOPT
allows the user to rapidly optimize the design of crossover filter networks. (Vol.13 No.11)
Good Speaker Stands
There are too many possibilities, but, briefly, agood stand
has the following characteristics: good rigidity; spikes
on which to rest the speaker, or some secure clamping
mechanism; the availability of spikes at the base for use
on wooden floors; if the stand is steel, provision to keep
speaker cables away from the stand, to avoid magnetic
interaction; and the correct height, when combined with
your particular speakers (correct height can be anything
from what you like best to the manufacturer's design
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height for best drive-unit integration). Though Stereophile has neglected to review speaker stands, it doesn't mean
we think them unimportant-for speakers that need
stands, every dollar spent on good stands is worth $5 when
it comes to sound quality. Brands we have found to offer
excellent performance arc Chicago Speaker Stand. Arcici
Rigid Riser, Celestion SLSi, Sound Anchor, Target,
Heybrook. Sanus Systems Steel and Reference, and Linn.
(Sound Anchor also makes an excellent turntable stand,
reports TJN.)

SPEAK loudspeaker design program; MIT Z-Stabilizer.
Deletions
ArchiDee TNX turntable stand no longer available in the
US. Mobile Fidelity Geo-Tape and Phantom Acoustics
Shadow active LF acoustic control discontinued; Music
And Sound POWER masTER AC cords, as LL has found
them to be alittle unreliable, mechanically.

RECORD- CARE PRODUCTS
A
LAST record-preservation treatment: $23.95 •
Significantly improves the sound of even new records and
is claimed to make them last longer. 2oz. bottle contains
60 treatments. (Vol.5 No.3)
Nitty Gritty Mini Pro 2record cleaner: $725 *
This semiautomatic wet cleaner cleans both disc sides at
once. Slightly less rugged than the VPI, but both do an
excellent job. and the Nitty Gritty Pro Il is faster. Significantly better design than earlier Nitty Grittys. You may
be surprised that the main sonic effect of cleaning LPs is
not primarily areduction in surface noise but acleaning
up of midrange sound. (Vol.8 No.1)
Nitty Gritty 23FI record cleaner: $519 *
Instead oía vacuuming "tonearm" as on the professional
Keith Monks machine, the NG cleaner uses avacuum slot.
Cleaning is efficient and as good as Nitty Gritty's Pro.
at asignificantly lower price, though it takes twice as
long, cleaning each side oían LP in turn. (Vol.7 No.5,
Vol.8 No.1)
Nitty Gritty Hybrid 2Record/CD cleaning machine:
$629 *
Basically aNitty Gritty 2.5FI with an adapter that allows
CDs to be buffed clean in anon-tangential manner. (Vol.12
No.3)
Rozoil Gruv-Glide
Record destaticizing agent that also leads to better sound.
Apparently doesn't leave afilm or grundge-up the stylus.
(Vol.9 No.8)
VPI HW-17 record cleaner: $760 *
Clearly an industrial-quality machine of reassuring quality,
the VPI does one side at atime, semiautomatically, and
is slower than the Nitty Gritty. "A highly functional and
convenient luxury:' Latest version has aheavier-duty
vacuum system. (Vol.8 No.1)

VPI HW-16.5 record cleaner: $450
Manually operated version of HW-17 (above), noisier
motor; less money. Adjusts automatically to thickness of
record. (Vol.5 Nos.7 6: 9, review was of earlier but sub33

substantially identical HW-16.)
Nitty Gritty Mini Model 1.0 record cleaner: S229
Audio Advisor Record Doctor II: $190
Both of these units (the latter is manufactured for Audio
Advisor by Nitty Gritty) are manual units that offer the
least expensive way to effectively clean LPs. The Record
Doctor II differs from the original in having aroller bearing to make turning the LP easier when the vacuumcleaning motor is on. The earlier model can be fitted with
aroller-bearing accessory, available for $14 including S&H
from KAB Electroacoustics, P.O. Box 2922, Plainfield.
NJ 07062-2922, which fits beneath the existing platter.
The Nitty Gritty 1.0 is also available as the oak-finished
2.0 for $279. (NR)

D
Decca, Hunt-EDA, Goldring, or Statibrush record
brush
Properly used (held with the bristles at alow angle against
the approaching grooves and slowly slid off the record),
these are the most effective dry record-cleaners available.
UGH strongly disagrees, feeling that they leave the dust
on the record.) No substitute for an occasional wet wash.
(Von() No.8)
Discwasher record brush er
If you don't have acleaning machine, the DW system will
do an adequate job on relatively clean records, but won't
get out the deep grundge. If you begin to accumulate lots
of gunk on your stylus after cleaning your record with
an older DW brush, the bristles are wom out; send it back
for resurfacing or buy anew one. A high-torque turntable is required. (NR)

LOUDSPEAKER CABLES &
I
NTERCONNECTS
Editor's Note: Previous "Recommended Components"
listings for speaker cables and interconnects were mainly
derived from Dick Olsher's surveys in Vol.10 Na2 (March
1987) and Vol.11 No.7 Ouly 1988). As many, perhaps
nearly all, of the models recommended have changed to
agreater or lesser degree since those reviews appeared,
we decided just to list those cables that members of the
magazine's review team either have chosen to use on a
long-term basis or have found to offer good value for
money. They are therefore implicitly recommended.
Where acable has been found to have specific matching
requirements or an identifiable sonic signature, these are
noted in the text.
Jack English supplies acogent essay on the whole subject of cables in Vol.14 No.10, but bear in mind that, to
afar greater degree than with any other component, the
sound of cables depends on the system in which they are
used. Before parting with possibly large sums of money
for acable, it is essential to audition it in your own system. "Drinking by the label" is always abad thing to do
in hi-fi, but it is both unforgivable and unwise when it
comes to speaker-cable purchases. In addition, in JA's
opinion, the virtues offered by the most expensive cable
may well only be audible in the context of atop-flight,
very expensive system. What is the "best" in absolute
terms is not, therefore, necessarily the best for your system.
AB points out that inixing'n'matching interconnects
and speaker cables is awell-worn route to sonic disappointment. Always use interconnects and speaker cables
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from the same manufacturers, is his advice. PV/M strongly
makes the point that less is more when it comes to speaker
cable, recommending that amono power amplifier be
placed as close as possible to the speaker it drives. This
does pass the buck, however, to the preamplifier, which
must then be capable of driving long lengths of interconnect. Peter uses Canare Star Quad microphone cable for
interconnect, acable that CG feels to be the best of its type
for live balanced recording work.
Many audiophiles feel that cables need to be broken-in.
The cheapest way of doing this with interconnects, reports
CG, is to get acouple of cheap Radio Shack jacks, solder a4.7k resistor between the center signal contact and
the outer ground. Connect the new interconnects to an
FM tuner set for inter-station hiss (hint: turn the mute
off) or Top-40 cleenteen dancerrhea, and stick the RCA
jacks on their other ends. "Depending on the cable, anything from acouple of hours to acouple of days is enough
to appease the gods:' finds CG.

I
NTERCONNECTS
AudioQuest Lapis Hyperlitz:
$400 lm/pair terminated with RCA plugs,
$480 Im/pair with AQ custom XLRs &direct goldplated FPC sockets and pins tr
Tonally, the latest version of Lapis (which uses RCA plugs
made from FPC (Functionally Perfect Copper), with the
gold-plating applied directly to the copper) seems to fall
midway between the "mellow" cables—MIT, Monster—
and those that are rather upfront in the treble, such as
Madrigal HPC and Straight Wire Maestra JA feels, however, that its outstanding virtue is alack of grain that allows
correct instrumental textures to flow freely, and adeep,
well-defined soundstage to develop. Preliminary auditioning of current-production Lapis (as of 2/91), which
uses Teflon insulation and long-grain, solid-silver conductors, suggests that this is the best AudioQuest interconnect yet, apart from their even-more-expensive Diamond. Auditioning of identical lengths of Lapis fitted with
Neunik XLRs and AudioQuest's own custom XLRs suggests the latter represent auseful step forward in sound
quality (!).
AudioQuest Diamond: $600 1m/pair,
$680 lm/pair with AQ custom XLRs & direct goldplated FPC sockets and pins
Superb resolution of detail coupled with amusically natural midrange and excellent low-frequency weight.
Cardas Hexlink-5: $500 lm/pair terminated with
RCA plugs or XLRs
Essentially avery neutral sound, without any tendency
to hyper-detail or etching. If it deviates at all, it leans
slightly to the rich (rather than the lean) side of neutral.
Lucid ano open, especially in the midrange. with believable
body and texture to voices and instruments. Physically
bulky and fairly flexible, its size and large connectors may
cause problems with closely spaced and/or weak input jacks.
Esoteric Audio Enamel Litz interconnect: $65 (Tech
2), $35 (Superlink) 3' pair terminated with RCA plugs
DAS recommends this interconnect—"after it has been
seasoned for about amonth"—for "taking the nasties out
of often gritty FM." He does mention, however, that it
is not the optimum choice for overall transparency.
Expressive lbchnologies IC-1:
$595 lm pair terminated with RCA plugs
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RH gets excellent results from this interconnect with the
same company's SU-1 step-up transformer. "Despite the
fact that these cables are bigger around than agarden hose,
ridiculously bulky, unwieldy, and stiff. the musical rewards
they offer are well worth the trouble," he says.
Jerrold RG-6
DAS fits this inexpensive generic cable with Radio Shack
plastic-shell RCA plugs, modified to fit the wire diameter,
and feels that the result is remarkably uncolored.
Kimber KCAG: $350 lm pair terminated with RCA
plugs
Unshielded but astonishingly transparent.
Kimber KC1: $68 lm pair terminated with RCA
plugs
Excellent value, though unshielded.
Lindsay-Geyer 4-40 interconnect: $9510.5m pair terminated with RCA plugs, $13011m pair, $195/2m pair
This idiosyncratic, magnetically permeable, stiff, relatively inexpensive interconnect is DO's reference; he finds
its smooth balance, treble purity, and excellent stereo
sotrkistaging seductive in the 'Demme. GL is also impressed
by the sound of this interconnect, though JA somewhat
grumpily points out that the reasons for its good sound
have nothing to do with the explanations offered in Lindsay-Geyer's literature. Our long-term experience suggests that excessive cable movement causes the solder joints
to fatigue. (Vol.14 Nos.2, 6, & 8)
Magnus Type VI: 5595 4' pair terminated with RCA
plugs
RH's auditioning suggests that this one is awinner.
MIT MI-330 CV'!' Terminator:
$1800 1m pair terminated with RCA plugs
Extremely expensive interconnect uses patented networks
but gives an extremely palpable, musically natural sound,
says JA. (Did he say it was extremely expensive?) RCA
plug center-pins avery tight fit with some jacks.
Monster Cable Sigma: $750 1m pair terminated with
RCA plugs
Used by both LG and AB, the latter characterizes the
Sigma interconnect, when used with Classé and Rowland
electronics, as giving low frequencies "proper weight and
extension, the overall sound being very open and detailed:'
with excellent timbres. The Sigma cables also "throw a
soundstage of vast proportion, the results being alive and
musically involving." Arnie notes that the Sigma works
superbly with awide range of equipment.
Siltech MC4-24: S375/first meter w/RCAs,
$2501additional meter or unterminated
Astounding transparency and imaging, feels JA.
Straight Wire Maestro: $272 lm pair terminated with
RCA plugs (µs1) or balanced (Bill) with Neutrik gold
XLRs; $82/additional meter
Less laid-back than AudioQuest Lapis or MIT 330, with
superb presentation of detail. May be too bright in some
systems.
TARA Labs Space .9c Time Pandora S:
$295 lm pair terminated with RCA plugs
van den Hul D-102 Mk.III:
$125 lm pair terminated with RCA plugs
Excellent treble but less good image focus. AJE recommendation. Latest version has different jacket color and
refined metalwork but is otherwise identical.
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XL0 Type 4: $150/1m, $50 additional 03m
LL:s current tde,”..ete.e.. "Very transparent, slightly smooth,
harmonically honest."
Deletions
Krell Cogelco interconnect no longer distributed in the
US.

LOUDSPEAKER CABLES
Acrotec 6N-1030: $19(m
This "six-nines" pure copper cable is recommended by
DO as good value for money, while LL feels it is clearly
the best speaker cable he has heard.
AudioQuest F14: 79e/ft
Inexpensive flat-twin solid-core cable that RH enthusiastically recommends as excellent value for money.
AudioQuest Clear Hyperlitz:
$1095 10' pair terminated
$895 8' pair terminated (most common length) *
Very expensive but solid bass reproduction with aclear
(ha!), open midband and treble. Can sound rather lightweight in some systems, but almost defines the term "neutrality," feels JA. Uses "6N"-pure copper bundles in a
complex lay that brings every conductor to the surface
to the same extent.
AudioQuest Sterling:
$1595 10' pair terminated, $1295 8' pair terminated
AudioQuest Dragon:
$3095 10' pair terminated, $2495 8' pair terminated
Two silver-conductored speaker cables that are maximally
smooth and maximally transparent, according to RH and
JA.
Cardas Hadink-5: $800 10' pair terminated *
ON's fave rave.
Kimber 4AG: $100/ft
A very expensive hyper-pure silver cable that resides in
LA's and DO's systems and can offer aglimpse of audio
heaven. Significant system sensitivity, points out DO, so
be sure to check for compatibility before you buy.
Kimber Kable ErrC: $7.80/ft
A double run of 8TC greatly improves the sound, feels
DO. Excellent bass.
Kimber 4TC: $4.40/ft *
Kimber 4PR: $1/ft
Least expensive cable from Kimber was found to have
good bass; but a"zippy" treble and poor soundstage,
according to DO. With inexpensive amplifiers, however,
its good RF rejection compared with zipcord or spacedpair types will often result in abetter sound.
Krell The Path: $680 10' pair terminated
Works optimally with Krell amplification, the result being,
according to AB, "more heft and agratifying glow around
the performers."
MIT MH-750 Shotgun lbrminator: $4500 8' pair terminated
Extremely expensive cable that forms asynergistic combination with Wilson WATTs and Puppies.
Monster Cable Sigma: $1000 12' pair terminated
See AB's remarks regarding Monster's Sigma interconnect.
Nairn NACA5: $9.95/m
Inexpensive cable that ST found to work well with the
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Spendor S100 loudspeaker. Worth investigating as agoodvalue cable, thinks JA.
Radio Shack 18-gauge solid-core hookup wire:
neift +-Ridiculously cheap way of connecting speakers, yet ST
reports that this cable is OK sonically. You have to choose
for yourself whether to space or twist apair for best sound
(or even whether to double up the runs for less series
impedance).
Straight Wire Maestro: $860 8' pair with gold spade
lugs or pins S30/additional foot
The cable that LA found to work best between the Krell
KSA-250 and Thiel CS5s.
TARA Labs Space et Time Phase II TFA Return:
$195 10' pair terminated
Guy Lemcoe's preferred speaker cable.
TARA Labs Space 8c Time Phase II cable: S6.95/ft
Featuring twisted solid-core construction and "Australian
copper:" this inexpensive cable is DO's workhorse speaker
cable.
SYMO LS5SX cable: $28/ft with gold-plated spade
connectors
Distributed by Apogee Acoustics, this relatively inexpensive cable works well with, you guessed it, Apogees.
TJN's reference for use with the Stages.

DIGITAL DATA INTERCONNECTS

Exceptionally transparent presentation, thought JA, with
excellent soundstage depth and natural midrange. Clunky
gold-plated plugs are actually old-fashioned RF connectors with RCA and BNC adaptors.
Music And Sound maiTER LINK LP (Gray): $40013'
pair with gold-plated Teflon dielectric RCA plugs
Less smooth treble than Space & Time cable, but comparable soundstaging ability. Very transparent and detailed,
with excellent dynamics. RD finds works well between
his Philips player and Aragon D2A.
TARA Labs Space & Time Digital Reference:
$195/1m terminated
Laid-back, relaxed presentation, excellent resolution of
soundstage depth. Smooth treble adds to pleasing analoglike warmth. Silver-plated RCA plugs slightly undersized,
making connection difficult.
van den Hul D-102 MkJll interconnect $125 1m pair
terminated
Although not specifically intended for use as adatalink,
JE found this interconnect to be useful in systems that are
overall too bright, too forward. (Vol.15 No.2)
7CLO Type 4Reference Series digital interconnect:
$150/1m, $50 additional 0.5m
JE found this unshielded cable to excel in soundstage presentation, while being warmer and fuller than the Kimber
KCAG. "The best digital cable Ihave yet heard in recreating abelievable soundstage with layers upon of layers of
width and depth, ample ambience, and pinpoint localization,- he cautiously announced. (Vol.15 No.2) $

Editor's Note: Extensive auditioning by RH suggests
that all the coaxial data cables listed below are better than
conventional. Toslink-fitted, plastic fiber-optic cables,
which in general don't give as tight abass or as focused
asoundstage. "You don't get that essential sharpness of
image outlines, the sound becomes more homogenized,"
quoth he. JA feels strongly that coaxial interconnects fall
short of the sonic standard set by the "AT&T" ST optical data connection. He also points out that the specific
character of any particular cable will depend heavily on
the transport and processor it connects.
AudioQuest Video Z: $70/1m single cable with
welded RCA plugs
The tonal balance is tilted upward in the treble, while midrange textures are less velvety-smooth than some of the
other data cables, with asoftened soundstage focus, felt
RH. DO found this relatively inexpensive cable to work
well with the Bitwise D/A.
Aural Symphonies Digital Standard: $195/1m,
$292.5011.5m single cable
Neutrik RCA connectors with asliding shield make
ground before signal connection. Vivid and forward rendering, with sharp soundstage focus. RH's favorite coaxial
data link.
California Audio Labs HD Optical Cable: $200/1m,
$275/2m
The best of the Toslink-equipped fibemptic cables. feels JA.
Kimber Kahle KCAG DigitalLink interconnect:
$17511m
Best coaxial data link ST had tried as of 2/92. JE found
it to excel in the retrieval of detail, while it also featured
an extended and powerful bass. (Vol.15 No.2)
The Mod Squad WonderLink Digital I: $195/0.5m,
$22511m single cable
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Issues
VOLUME 111,1972-1976

Issues 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12
Issues 1, 2, 4, 8, 10

$5.00
10.00 *

VOLUME IV, 1977-1981

Issues 3, 6, 10
Issues'', 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9

5.00
10.00 *

VOWME V, 1982

Issues 1through 10

VOWME VI, 1983

Issues 1, 2, 4, 5
Issues 3, 6

5.00
10.00 *

VOWME VII, 1984

Issues 3, 5,8
Issues 1, 2, 4, 6, 7

5.00
10.00*

VOLUME VIII, 1985

Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
Issue 3

5.00
10.00 *

VOWME IX, 1986

Issues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8
Issue 7

5.00
10.00 *

5.00

VOLUME X, 1987

Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

5.00

VOWME XI, 1988

Issues 1through 12

5.00

VOWME XII, 1989

Issues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12

5.00

VOWME XIII, 1990

Issue 1through 12

5.00

VOWME XIV, 1991

Issues 1through 12

5.00

VOLUME XV, 1992

Issues 1, 2, 3

5.00
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